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Abstract
Smart environments are dynamic in nature, and the software running in these environments requires quality adaptations in order to function efficiently. The result of
these adaptations, i.e., quality variability, must be verified in some way, and visualization can be used to aid this verification process. The research problem in this
work was to find suitable visualization techniques to visualize quality variability
and implement a visualization tool that encompasses these techniques and provides an interactive visualization of quality variability for the user.
As a solution to the research problem, this work presents an interactive quality visualization tool. The requirements specification for the implemented tool
was derived from the literature review and the intended usage context of the
tool, i.e., smart environments. The literature review explores a set of applicable
visualization techniques and compares existing visualization tools with regard to
the features required to represent quality variability visually at run-time.
The visualization techniques selected for the tool include interactive timelines,
charts and meters that enable analysis of the quality attributes and their variability in different time ranges or points in time. Some additional visualization
techniques were also included such as treemaps and graphs to visualize the
structure of the smart environment.
The visualization techniques include open source visualization techniques and
self-made techniques designed and implemented from the start to cover the specific requirements set for the tool. The main contribution of this work is the
visualization tool that can be used to visualize different quality attributes and
their variability. Moreover, the tool can easily be deployed in different environments due to its architecture and the selected implementation technologies
that make the solution extensible and portable.
The implemented visualization tool was evaluated in the context of a smart
environment in which security was adapted at run-time. The case study demonstrated that the implemented tool can be used in the analysis of the variability of
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different quality attributes. The trend of a single quality attribute can be stud-ied
for different time ranges or points in time according to need. The relation-ships
between different quality attributes can also be studied with the help of appropriate visualization techniques. In addition, the visualization tool was successfully tested on mobile devices.
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Tiivistelmä
Älykkäät ympäristöt ovat luonteeltaan dynaamisia ja vaativat niissä ajettavilta
ohjelmistoilta kykyä muuntautua vastaamaan ympäristön tilannetta; adaptoitua,
jotta ohjelmistot pystyisivät toimimaan suorituskykyisesti. Laadun variointi eli
adaptointi pitää pystyä todentamaan, ja todentamisessa voidaan käyttää hyväksi
visualisointia. Tässä työssä tutkimusongelmana on ollut löytää laadun varioituvuuden visualisointiin soveltuvat visualisointitekniikat ja toteuttaa visualisointityökalu, joka toteuttaa nämä visualisointitekniikat ja tarjoaa käyttäjälle vuorovaikutteisen visualisoinnin laadun varioituvuudesta.
Ratkaisuna tutkimusongelmaan tässä työssä esitellään laadun varioituvuuden
interaktiivinen visualisointityökalu. Visualisointityökalun vaatimusmäärittely
johdettiin taustatutkimuksesta ja työkalun oletetusta käyttökohteesta, älykkäistä
ympäristöistä. Taustatutkimuksessa esitellään soveltuvia visualisointitekniikoita
ja vertaillaan olemassa olevia visualisointityökaluja ottaen huomioon ominaisuudet, jotka tarvitaan laadun varioituvuuden ajoaikaiseen visualisointiin.
Visualisointityökaluun valittuihin visualisointitekniikoihin kuuluvat muun
muassa vuorovaikutteiset viivadiagrammit, kaaviot ja erilaiset mittarit, joiden
avulla laatuattribuuttien arvoja ja varioituvuutta voidaan analysoida eri aikaväleillä. Yleisten visualisointitekniikoiden lisäksi työkaluun sisällytettiin myös
muita soveltuvia visualisointitekniikoita, kuten puukarttoja ja graafeja, joiden
avulla älykkään ympäristön rakennetta visualisoidaan.
Työkalun visualisointitekniikat sisältävät valmiiksi toteutettuja avoimen lähdekoodin visualisointitekniikoita, joiden lisäksi suunniteltiin ja toteutettiin visualisointitekniikoita kattamaan työkalulle asetetut vaatimukset. Työn pääsaavutuksena kehitetään työkalu, jota voidaan käyttää eri laatuattribuuttien ja niiden
varioituvuuden visualisoimisessa. Sen lisäksi työkalun arkkitehtuuri ja valitut
toteutusteknologiat mahdollistavat työkalun käytön eri ympäristöissä sen laajennettavuusominaisuuden ja siirrettävyyden ansiosta.
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Toteutettu visualisointityökalu testattiin käyttäen kontekstina älykästä ympäristöä ja siinä tapahtuvaa tietoturvan ajoaikaista adaptointia. Malliesimerkki
osoitti, että työkalun avulla eri laatuattribuuttien varioituvuutta pystytään tutkimaan usealla tavalla. Yksittäisen laatuattribuutin kehityssuuntaa pystytään arvioimaan määrätyllä ajanjaksolla ja useiden laatuattribuuttien välisiä yhteyksiä
pystytään myös tutkimaan usealla eri visualisointitekniikalla. Lisäksi visualisointityökalua testattiin mobiililaitteissa onnistuneesti.
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1. Introduction
Modern software products typically run in highly dynamic environments and
interact with multiple other software products running in the same environment.
At the same time, environments are becoming more and more dynamic with
devices continuously entering and leaving the environment. Smart environments
consist of several different types of devices interconnected for information exchange [1]. Pervasive or ubiquitous computing has emerged through recent advances in middleware technologies, software agents and smart technologies
(e.g., sensors, devices, wireless networks) [1]. Pervasive or ubiquitous computing offers a suitable platform for realizing smart environments that acquire and
apply knowledge effectively and link computers to everyday settings and commonplace tasks in our surroundings [1]. When entering and interacting with a
smart environment, the user may want to preserve a certain security level (or
security performance). The user can, for example, just look up devices in the
smart environment where no security is needed, but when the user decides to use
a service such as a display or an application, he/she may wish to keep his/her
actions secret.
Changes to security solutions at run-time can be considered to constitute quality variability, which is controlled reconfiguration of quality rather than quality
variation, which is unwanted change to a quality. Quality attributes or quality
requirements, e.g., reliability and security, can be specified using ontologies at
design time and be connected to architectural models to provide static solutions
[2]. In order to handle quality variability at run-time, however, dynamic solutions are needed based on the context of the reconfiguration [3]. As stated in [4],
it is not enough to make all security decisions at design time and it is therefore
necessary to manage security at run-time. For these purposes it is necessary to
reveal the modifications that need to be made to the security by means of monitoring and adaptations.
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In this work, the research problem concerns the way software quality variability can be visualized at run-time to help the user analyse the adaptation results.
The visualization concerns only execution qualities, as the purpose is to visualize run-time behaviour. This research problem has several aspects: 1) how to
visualize the change in quality attributes so that the user can analyse the variability effectively, 2) which visualization techniques are used to map the quality
attribute data into a visual form, and 3) how to make the tool extensible and
easily adaptable so that it can be used in different contexts. Run-time visualization of these qualities is necessary for the system administrators to analyse, verify and validate the adaptation results in real time. Visualization is even more
helpful in smart environments in which users join, leave and use services in a
dynamic way and adaptations are more likely to occur, and administrators can
therefore use visualization to help determine realized qualities in different devices and environments.
The purpose of this work is to design and implement a tool that solves these
problems. How are quality attributes, e.g., security, visualized so that the
changes are noticeable? Although the main contribution of this thesis is visualization of quality attributes, the acquisition of these attributes is also considered
in the data source of the tool so that variability can be presented in real time. The
tool is demonstrated in the context of visualizing security variability in a smart
environment in the Smart Objects for Intelligent Applications (SOFIA) project
[5]. In a smart environment, numerous devices and applications can work in the
same or a different environment.
The implemented tool is called Interactive Quality Visualization and has the
acronym IQVis. The primary requirement of the IQVis tool is that it can visualize quality attributes such as security at run-time to allow administrators of the
system to analyse the realized variability and adaptation. This tool is used to
visualize quality attributes in a specific environment, i.e., it is not an abstract
visualization solution. This tool is a task-specific visualization tool designed to
visualize quality variability. The tool is therefore not used to visualize large
amounts of data but to visualize certain properties, i.e., the behaviour, of the
monitored system to help the user observe the system. The tool should also be
user friendly and support extensibility and adaptability. The tool is used at runtime in the context of a smart environment [5], and the monitor component
working as the data source should thereby support real-time updates to the qualities. The run-time security monitoring and adaptation system used to provide the
quality attributes from the Smart Space (SS) is outside the scope of this work
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2. Related research and technologies
This chapter describes research and technologies related to visualization and the
subject that is visualized, software quality and its variability. The research on
visualization focuses on the field of information visualization. First, software
quality, verification and validation, and smart environments are discussed as the
context to the visualization needs. Second, visualization as a term is explained,
and visualization systems and tools are reviewed and compared to provide an
insight into existing visualization techniques. A comparison of the reviewed
tools is provided at the end of this chapter.

2.1 Software quality
Software quality is defined as “the degree to which software possesses a desired
combination of quality attributes” in the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) 1061 standard for a Software Quality Metrics Methodology
[6]. The standard also defines a quality attribute as a characteristic of software or
a generic term applying to quality factors, quality subfactors or metric values [6].
The International Standardization Organization and International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) standard 9126-1 [7] define a software quality
model for external and internal quality that categorizes software quality attributes into six characteristics: functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability and portability. These characteristics are defined as follows [7]:
 Functionality is the capability of the software product to provide functions that meet stated and implied needs when the software is used under
specified conditions.
 Reliability is the capability of the software product to maintain a specified level of performance when used under specified conditions.
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 Usability is the capability of the software product to be understood,
learned, used and attractive to the user when used under specified conditions.
 Efficiency is the capability of the software product to provide appropriate performance relative to the amount of resources used, under stated
conditions.
 Maintainability is the capability of the software product to be modified.
Modifications may include corrections, improvements or adaptation of
the software to changes in the environment and requirements and functional specifications.
 Portability is the capability of the software product to be transferred
from one environment to another.
These characteristics are further divided into subcharacteristics that influence the
quality characteristics, for instance, functionality comprises suitability, accuracy,
interoperability and security. The capability of the software is determined by a
set of internal attributes that can be measured with the use of metrics [7]. A metric is a function that outputs a single numerical value (which can be interpreted
as the degree to which the software possesses a given attribute that affects its
quality) from software data input [7]. Examples of metrics for external characteristics are given in ISO/IEC 9126-2 [8] and for internal characteristics in
ISO/IEC 9126-3 [9].
Figure 1 presents the hierarchy of quality terms, from quantitative quality metrics to high-level software quality [6], [7]. This thesis focuses on the visual representation of the measured quality attributes.

Figure 1. Quality hierarchy.
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2.1.1 Software quality attributes
Quality attributes are non-functional features of a system. Quality attributes are
categorized into execution and evolution quality attributes (or simply ‘qualities’)
[10]. Execution qualities (functional qualities) are observable at run-time and
thus express the behaviour of the program. The selected execution qualities for
visualization are listed in Table 1 (modified from [10]).
Table 1. Execution qualities.
Attribute
Performance

Security
Availability
Scalability
Reliability

Adaptability

Description
Responsiveness of the system, which means the time required to
respond to stimuli (events) or the number of events processed in
some interval of time.
The system’s ability to resist unauthorized attempts at usage and
denial of service while still providing its service to legitimate users.
Availability measures the proportion of time the system is up and
running.
The ease with which a system or component can be modified to fit the
problem area.
The ability of the system or component to keep operating over the
time or to perform its required functions under stated conditions for a
specified period of time.
The ability of software to adapt its functionality according to the current environment or user.

Of these qualities, security is of particular interest as a required attribute for
visualization at run-time. The reason for this is that in the example, smart environment [5] security is adapted at run-time according to the situation in the smart
environment at any given time. Nevertheless, the visualization of the execution
qualities in general is taken into account.
Evolution qualities (non-functional qualities) are not observable at run-time,
however, because the solutions for these qualities lie in static structures of the
software system. For example, evolution qualities should be considered in the
development and maintenance of a software system. The evolution qualities
include maintainability, flexibility, modifiability, extensibility, portability, reusability, integrability and testability. [10]
It is said [11] that implementations of non-functional requirements typically
look similar across different systems, while functional requirements and their
implementations are closely tied to individual systems. A tool for the automated
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addition of architectural quality attributes for Java software is presented in [11].
The tool allows capturing the non-functional requirements and placing them in a
context with the functional specification and finally generating code that implements the required functional and non-functional requirements. Object visualization and logging service, for example, do not interfere with the normal interaction between the object and its clients. The tool also supports services that may
modify the interaction, fault masking that helps to achieve availability of the
software and atomic transaction that allows deferred executions. [11]
An example of visualizing quality attributes in the design phase is presented in
[12], in which trust and performance are visualized with a goal model showing
nodes and edges. The tool presented in [12] does not visualize the quality attributes of software at run-time. This thesis concentrates on the execution qualities
at run-time, i.e., visualizing the variability of these qualities in an appropriate
and effective way. The aim is for the variability of these qualities to be easily
noticeable with the help of visualization. The techniques to monitor the variability of these qualities are outside the scope of this thesis. Visualization is easier
for some qualities than for others. Performance, for instance, can be monitored
through measurements, and easily visualized with numbers corresponding to, for
example, response times. Other qualities such as adaptability require some monitoring and the development of a visualization technique suitable for demonstrating its value and variability.
2.1.2 Quality variability
Variability is defined as “the ability of a software artefact to vary its behaviour
at some point in its lifecycle” [13]. The software artefact can be, for example,
the software architecture design, components, classes, source code and executable binaries. There are a number of steps to introduce variability into software.
The first step is the identification of variability, i.e., where variability is needed.
The second step is to constrain variability, i.e., limit the features of the identified
variation to provide sufficient flexibility. The third step is to implement variability, i.e., select a realization technique that provides the best possible balance
between the constraints identified in the previous step. The last step is to manage
the variability, i.e., maintain and manage the variability introduced into the software when, for example, requirements change over the time, new products are
added or old products are removed. [13]
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A quality attribute variability model that uses ontologies to model variability
is introduced in [3]. The paper in [3] focuses on quality variability management
of execution qualities. Three types of quality variability in software family architectures are defined [3]:






Variability among different quality attributes, for example: reliability is
an important quality for one family member, but for other family members there are no reliability requirements.
Different priority levels of quality attributes, for example: in high-end
products reliability is an extremely important property, while in other
products only medium or low-level reliability is needed.
Indirect variation: functional or quality variability can cause variation,
for example, improvements in the reliability of one component may require other components to also be at the same level of reliability.

Variation points are defined as points at which choices are made with regard to
which variation should be used in a particular place in a software system. One
technique to implement variation points is the variability realization technique.
The taxonomy of these techniques is presented in [13]. Quality variability with
variation points is a static solution implemented at design time. Static solutions
are not enough in service-oriented systems in which quality changes over time
according to the context. The context can be, for example, the environment and
users (external state of the system) or capabilities, resources and regulations
(internal state of the system) [3]. The reasons (i.e., sources) for quality variability can be subjective, business related or technological, as defined in [3]:





Subjective reasons: the user of a software service prefers different qualities in different contexts.
Business reasons: the type of application may set different quality criteria, for instance, differing measurement accuracy related to time, place
and ratio for services intended for professional use as opposed to those
for non-professional use.
Technological reasons: the implementation technology or amount of
available resources may lead to quality variation, especially when externally developed software or a service is used without adaptation.

The handling of quality variability at run-time requires that the following assumptions can be realized [3]:
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quality attributes are defined in an unambiguous way
quality attributes have quantitative metrics
quality characteristics are defined explicitly in the architecture models
quality characteristics can be measured at run-time
the dynamic system has decision-making mechanisms concerning reconfiguration validity and correctness.

The assumptions presented above are essentially elaborated requirements, with
the emphasis on run-time requirements, for the steps presented in [13] for introducing variability into software. There are many tools and techniques to model
quality attribute variability at design-time [14]. An example of a tool that supports quality requirements specifications at design-time is the Quality-Oriented
Architecting Environment that enables the definition of the quality requirements
in architecture models using a specific ontology [2]. Quality can also be modelled in Model-Driven Development using Quality-Driven Domain-Specific
Modelling to map requirements to models [15]. While there are tools for designtime quality variability management, there is a need for techniques and tools to
analyse variability at run-time [3].
2.1.3 Software verification and validation
Software verification and validation (V&V) is a subject that is closely related to
software quality. The IEEE 1012-2004 standard [16] defines verification and
validation as follows:




Verification is the process of evaluating a system or component to determine whether the products of a given development phase satisfy the
conditions imposed at the start of that phase. Verification is the process
of providing evidence that the software and its associated products satisfy system requirements allocated to software at the end of each life cycle activity and solve the right problem.
Validation is the process of evaluating a system or component during or
at the end of the development process to determine whether it satisfies
the specified requirements. Validation is the process of providing objective evidence that the software and its associated products conform to
requirements for all life-cycle activities during each life-cycle process.
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Informally, verification may be defined by the question “Are we building the
product right?” and validation by the question “Are we building the right product?” as stated in [17]. Software integrity levels such as complexity, criticality,
risk, safety level, security level, desired performance, reliability and other characteristics are used to determine the V&V task to be performed [16]. V&V techniques are usually used at design time and during the life-cycle of a software
system. Tests include, for example, acceptance, component, integration and system testing [16]. Due to the complex software systems of today, V&V is also
performed at run-time to observe situations that traditional V&V techniques
cannot cover.
Run-time verification 1 is used to check dynamically that the actual executions
of the system conform to the given requirements of the system. Run-time verification techniques are intended as the lightweight counterpart of traditional (offline) verification techniques to check the properties that cannot be fully verified
offline. Run-time verification techniques analyse the observed behaviour in the
target system to check the correctness of single executions by, for example,
monitoring events and outputs. The amount of resources available at run-time is
limited when compared with off-line methods, and properties that can be
checked at run-time therefore tend to be quite simple. [18, p. 526]
Run-time verification can therefore be used, for instance, to verify the security
of the software system at run-time or check information that is only available at
run-time. The comprehensiveness of checks is often a trade-off against efficiency, and the level of abstraction in verification is therefore an important
choice. In many cases it is necessary to monitor multiple components and multiple abstraction levels of different operations. A combination of multiple monitors and levels of abstraction is presented to improve run-time verification, especially in the case when the system is intended to maintain security properties. [19]

2.2 Contexts for quality variability
As stated in [3], quality shall be changed according to context over time in service-oriented systems. Service-oriented systems have become an essential aim of
today’s software. The following describes service-oriented architecture, software
as a service, and smart environment concepts. The quality properties, i.e., reli-

1

http://www.runtime-verification.org.
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ability, availability, performance and security, of smart environments are also
discussed.
2.2.1 Service-oriented architecture
Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is essentially a collection of services that
communicate with each other. There are many formal definitions of SOA. The
Open Group, for example, defines SOA as “an architectural style that supports
service orientation” [20], while the OASIS group defines SOA as “a paradigm
for organizing and utilizing distributed capabilities that may be under the control
of different ownership domains” [21]. The idea of SOA is to provide flexible
and loosely coupled services and thereby improve interoperability of services.
SOA basically consists of a service consumer, a service provider and a service
directory. SOA provides a flexible infrastructure that can easily adapt to user
requirements. [22]
Software as a Service (SaaS) is a delivery paradigm of software in which the
software is offered to the user as a service through the Internet. The software is
hosted on, for example, a Web server and delivered to the customer on demand.
Payment for the software follows a subscription model in which the user can
order the service for a period of time. [23] SaaS provides users with the opportunity to use software on-demand for a period of time and can therefore be used as
a delivery paradigm in smart environments. SaaS can be used with SOA to provide different services more flexibly by offering the architecture for it. Smart
environments consist of different services that are offered to the user. SaaS and
SOA provide the means for realizing these services.
2.2.2 Smart environment
Cook and Das [1] refer to a smart environment as “one that is able to acquire and
apply knowledge about the environment and its inhabitants in order to improve
their experience in that environment”. This definition implies that smart environments (i.e., the software) must be able to adapt functionality and quality to
provide users with the best experience. Some of the most recent topics in computer science, i.e., ambient intelligence, and ubiquitous and pervasive computing, aim to create smart environments by making applications and their functionalities independent of PC hardware and available in any place [24]. Hermann
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et al. studied research laboratory demonstrations of smart environments and
listed the potential and the key aspects of the approaches as follows [25]:






highly integrated and seamlessly available data, services and resources
in public and private environments
exchange of information, access rights of objects, ambient resources and
devices
exchange of personal information between users and environment
location-based availability of nearby entities, location-based User Interfaces (UIs) for services, data and applications
system “intelligence”: adaptivity and to some degree autonomous system decisions, e.g., on the use of ambient systems or data exchange.

Of the abovementioned list, the system “intelligence” aspect is a key factor in
this thesis, as quality variability can be thought of as part of this. Smart environments are environments that vary dynamically, as devices can join and leave
continuously. Performance can be affected when users join and leave, and consume different services dynamically (data latency and transaction throughput
[14]). Reliability is another quality that is essential in a smart environment. Performance and reliability, for example, must be provided to emergency services.
Typical devices found from smart environments include sensors, actuators and
smart devices [1].
2.2.3 Quality attributes in smart environments
Smart environments require the qualities explained in Table 1, which include
reliability, availability, performance and security, to mention a few. As smart
environments are dynamic in nature, variability of these qualities is also necessary: different software needs different levels of, for example, security. An application that is used to handle the user’s personal information, e.g., bank information, must guarantee a sufficient level of security. Performance is directly
affected by the number of devices using a service at a given time. Availability
and reliability are key qualities for providing a seamlessly working smart environment for the users.
ISO/IEC’s 9126 standard defines security as the “capability of the software
product to protect information and data so that unauthorised persons or systems
cannot read or modify them and authorised persons or systems are not denied
access to them” [7]. The core principals of information security can be divided
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into three categories: confidentiality, integrity and availability (the CIA triad).
Confidentiality is about protecting information from unauthorized access, integrity concerns protecting information from unauthorized modification, and availability concerns guaranteeing legitimate access to the information at all times.
[26, pp. 4–5]
Confidentiality and integrity are usually provided by encryption and decryption. The characteristics of smart environments, i.e., a decentralized and dynamic
nature, complicate encryption, decryption and authentication. [27]

2.3 Introduction to visualization
Historically, visualization was divided into scientific visualization and information visualization (IV). Scientific visualization typically involves scientific application and physical data (e.g., medical images, meteorology or even mathematics) whereas information visualization involves abstract data (e.g., financial
data) [28]. Visualization is often used to analyse very large amounts of data
(e.g., [29]). These two major areas of visualization often contradict each other,
as it is often not clear to which category some data set belongs [30]. Sub-areas of
research are drawn from information visualization, for instance, security visualization and software visualization.
Security visualization uses visualization techniques to help, for example, analyse the huge security-related logs or network traffic faster (e.g., [31]). Software
visualization, however, visualizes the artefacts related to software and its development. It visualizes the structure, behaviour and evolution of software [32, p.
3]. The focus of this thesis is on information visualization, specifically security
and software visualization, as the idea is to visualize software quality attribute
variability at run-time. Security visualization is also reviewed, because security
variability is the context for visualization in the example environment.
Ware [33, p. 2] defines the term visualization as “a graphical representation of
data or concepts”. This definition states that visualization can basically be anything, for example, an image, map, presentation slide or anything that changes
data into a visual form. Vision is the most valuable sense for providing information from computers to humans because humans acquire more information
through vision than though all the other senses combined [33]. For this reason,
visualizations have an expanding role in cognitive systems. Card et al. [28, p. 6]
define visualization as “the use of computer-supported, interactive, visual representation of data to amplify cognition,” where cognition is the acquisition of
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knowledge. This narrows down the definition into computer-supported visualization in which people can also interact with the result and use it to assist in the
understanding of the data. The main purpose of visualization is therefore to give
an insight into the data, i.e., help in decision-making and discovery. Card et al.
propose six major ways in which visualization can amplify cognition by perception [28, p. 16]:
1. Increasing memory and processing resources by allowing storage of
massive amounts of information in a quickly accessible form (e.g.,
maps).
2. Reducing searching by grouping information together.
3. Enhancing recognition of patterns by enhancing patterns.
4. Perceptual inference by making some problems obvious.
5. Perceptual monitoring by allowing monitoring of a large number of potential events.
6. Manipulable medium by allowing exploration of a space of parameters
unlike static diagrams.
The benefits of visualization are stated above. Visualization can help us interpret
abstract and/or complex data and form a mental image of them. It is easier to
find, for example, the lowest and highest values of a price from a line graph than
from a table of prices if there are hundreds or thousands of different values.
2.3.1 Reference model for visualization
The high-level architecture of a visualization system can be described as a pipeline in which raw information is converted into a visual form by means of mapping. Figure 2 [28] depicts the main faces in the visualization pipeline. The first
step is to transform raw information into data tables, i.e., relational descriptions
of data extended to include metadata. Data tables are then converted into visual
structures (graphical properties) by means of visual mapping. Finally, views are
constructed with view transformations (specifying, for example, position, scale
or other graphical parameters). The user can interact with any of the steps and
change the parameters. [28]
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Figure 2. Reference model for visualization.

2.3.2 Information visualization
Information visualization (IV) is a subcategory of visualization that visualizes
abstract information (with no natural mapping between the data and visual element), such as financial data. Information visualization usually includes human
interaction to help with the visualization usage.
The Visual Information-Seeking Mantra “Overview first, zoom and filter, then
details on demand” described by Shneiderman [34] gives instructions on how
data should be presented so that they are most effective for users. This guideline
is commonly used in information visualization. The aim of interacting with visualization is to find the information needed from the data by, for example, filtering unwanted results.
Types of data
The first step of visualization is the raw data to be converted into a visual representation. The raw data in information visualization can basically be anything.
One classification of data is made by Ware [33]. It divides the data into entities,
relationships and the attributes of these. Entities are the objects of interest, for
instance, people, fish or devices. Relationships are conceptual associations between entities, such as a device belongs to a smart environment. Attributes, on
the other hand, are properties attached to entities or relationships, e.g., the device
is a tablet. Ware defines the quality of attributes into category data, integer data
or real-number data [33]. Category data means that the data have a nominal
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value, such as a label. Integer data are used for data that can be numbered or
ordered, for instance, the position in a list, and real-number data are used in
other cases. [33]
Taxonomies
Shneiderman [34] proposed taxonomy based on data types and low-level tasks.
The type by task taxonomy (TTT) includes seven data types. The TTT is explained below [34].









1-dimensional: simple, linear data, e.g., sets or sequences such as program source code or text documents.
2-dimensional: planar or map data, such as floor plans of a building or
other layouts, geographical maps.
3-dimensional: physical objects, such as the human body, a molecule or
a car.
Temporal: timelines, such as project management or historical presentations in which the start and the stop time of items are separated.
Multi-dimensional: data with more than three attributes, such as relational and statistical databases.
Tree: tree structures of hierarchies of data or node-link diagrams in
which each item has only one parent item (except the root), such as file
system directories.
Network: node-link structures (graphs) in which nodes can be connected
to an arbitrary number of other nodes, such as the World Wide Web
network.

This taxonomy is only a high-level presentation and these data types are often
mixed in order to provide a more precise visualization of the subject of study, for
example, when visualizing stock prices, time is just another dimension with onedimensional data. The seven tasks related to these data types are presented below [34]:







Overview: provides a view of the whole data collection.
Zoom: provides a detailed view of a single item.
Filter: filters out uninteresting items of data from the view.
Details-on-demand: provides details of a selected item group or item.
Relate: views relationships between selected items or item groups.
History: stores a history of user actions (undo, replay, step-by-step progress).
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Extract: allows extraction of information from selected items (or saving the current settings/view of the program).

The tasks presented above provide high-level interaction techniques for the visualization that comply with the Visual Information-Seeking Mantra. Other similar
interaction techniques are presented in [35] as follows:












Select: These techniques provide the user with the ability to select
item(s) of interest. This helps the user follow the item of interest
when the representation technique is changed or a large number of
items are visible at the same time. An example of this is highlighting
the selected item in a different colour or making the item noticeable in
other ways.
Explore: These techniques allow the user to examine the visualization
in a different way, for example, when the user views a subset of data,
he/she can change the subset to a different one or remove/add items
from/to it. The most common explore technique according to [35] is
panning, when the user can move the scene or the camera, for example, by dragging the camera with the mouse.
Reconfigure: These techniques allow the user to view the data from
different perspectives, i.e., to help the user recognise hidden characteristics of data and the relationships between them. An example
technique is support for sorting and rearranging table columns.
Encode: These techniques enable the user to modify the current visual
representation, for instance, by changing the colour, shape or size of
an item or changing the whole view to a different one. The user can
also change, for example, the representation of data from a pie chart
to a histogram.
Abstract/Elaborate: These techniques provide the user with the possibility of adjusting the level of abstraction of the view. The user can,
for example, first look at the overview and then elaborate individual
items. This can be done by, for example, showing a tool tip for an
item or by zooming in on the view so more details can be seen. These
techniques can actually be any of the techniques from the details-ondemand task described in the type by task taxonomy of Shneiderman [34].
Filter: These techniques allow the user to delimit the data items being
visualized. The user can, for example, specify a range or condition so
that only items meeting the criteria are shown. An example of this is
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the user selecting ranges by moving sliders or clicking check boxes.
The view is updated accordingly. These techniques are called dynamic query controls [35].
Connect: These techniques allow the user to highlight relationships
and associations between the data items viewed and to show possible
hidden items relevant to the specified item. This can be done by, for
instance, highlighting or pointing out relevant items when the user
clicks on an item or moves the mouse cursor over an item.
Other interaction techniques: These techniques include common operations found in all interactive applications (not just information
visualization), such as undo/redo (allow the user to undo or redo a
command or view the history of commands or data sets and allow resetting of the commands or views).

While the TTT provides a high-level taxonomy for information visualization, it
does not provide a detailed classification for visualization techniques. Chi analysed 36 different visualization techniques in [36] by breaking them down into
four data stages (from raw data to the final view), three types of data transformations (required when transforming data from one stage into another) and four
types within stage operators (e.g., for rearranging data). This pipeline resembles
the high-level visualization pipeline presented by Card et al. in [28].
2.3.3 Challenges in information visualization
It is argued that humans can only observe detailed changes in one object at a
time, and yet we still look at our surroundings with the impression that we see
all the objects and their details simultaneously [37]. This lack of perception capability has to be taken into account when designing visualization systems so
that excessive amounts of information are not shown at once. This is a difficult
task when visualizing large sets of data or very detailed information. For this
reason, interaction techniques such as redo and undo are necessary so that the
user can look at the data from different perspectives and possibly several times.
If the visualization technique uses animation to show the events that are occurring, there may be a wish to change the delay of the animation for different
situations.
Different techniques that help visualize change in time series analysis are discussed in [38]. Meaningful characteristics of change through time in time series
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are magnitude of change, shape of change, velocity of change and direction of
change [38].






Magnitude of change identifies the difference between measures of
something at two points in time.
Shape of change identifies whether some value moves up, down, left
or right, or a combination of these as it varies through time.
Velocity of change refers to the speed or rate of change. If, for example, a line chart contains two measurements which both increase by
10 per cent at a time but one is 100 times bigger than the other then
the velocity of change in the smaller measurement is not noticeable
on the chart.
Direction of change, or trend, identifies the overall or general direction of change in time series values, for example, the variable of time
can be introduced into a scatter plot by adding animation. Another
technique is to add visual trails that capture the place and state of an
object through time, for example, every time the object’s properties
change, a new object is placed in the new position with new properties, and the old object is left in the old position and its visibility is reduced
by some percentage so that it is identified as a previous object. [38]

User interface (UI) design and interaction are the major factors in designing
visualization systems that help the user to explore the data. Chen [39] states that
usability is recognized as the first problem of visualizations. Other problems
stated in [39] include, for example, prior knowledge (level of prior knowledge
needed to understand the visualized information), scalability, (e.g., the challenge
of visualizing data streams) and aesthetics (the purpose is to provide an insight
into the data, not just pretty pictures).
Yi et al. [35] divide information visualization systems in general into two
main components: representation and interaction.



The representation component concerns the mapping of data into visual
representations and comes from the field of computer graphics.
The interaction component comes from the field of human-computer interaction (HCI) and involves the dialogue between the user and the system.

Yi et al. argue that the representation component has received most of the attention by far in the IV research while the interaction component has often been
relegated to a secondary role. They state that only a few papers had focused on
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the interactive aspects of IV (at that time, in 2007). Interaction is stated as an
essential part of IV systems because without it the visualization techniques just
become static images or autonomously animated images. They state that the
further study of interaction is undisputed. [35]
Interaction techniques include sorting, zooming, mouse-overs, selections, animations, etc. Interactive navigation solutions can be roughly divided into three
techniques [40]: focus+context, zooming+filtering and incremental exploration.
Focus+context is a viewing approach that shows the user a global view of the
data with a detailed view of a portion of the data. An example of a focus+context
visualization made for graphs is presented in [41], which shows a detailed view
of one node in the centre of the circle node graph and other nodes in less detail
on the radius of the circle. Zooming+filtering reduces the amount of data visible
by means of filtering, i.e., by selecting a subset of the data (e.g., a treemap in
[29]). Incremental exploration techniques show only a portion of the data at a
time and are thus able to handle huge amounts of data. [40]
Nowadays, distributed visualizations on the Internet provide lots of visualization techniques and interactivity from which the user can construct his/her own
visualizations. Google Visualization 2 , for example, provides many visualization
techniques, such as maps, timelines and charts for free. Users can also create
visualizations (or gadgets) from existing visualization techniques and add them
to their web pages, or they can create new visualization gadgets to share with the
world. Another similar example is Many Eyes 3 , a data visualization tool that
allows users to create new visualizations from data sets they upload themselves
by using the visualization techniques provided.

2.4 Existing visualization tools
Much research has been conducted in the area of information visualization, and
several tools and frameworks have been developed to visualize different topics.
This section reviews some of the existing systems and tools developed in this
research area. As the context for quality variability visualization in this thesis is
security in Smart Spaces, the survey of existing tools included many security
visualization tools in addition to abstract and other specific tools. The run-time

2
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http://code.google.com/apis/visualization/
http://manyeyes.alphaworks.ibm.com/manyeyes/
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visualization of security variability, for example, has not been a subject of research, although security visualization as a whole has been studied comprehensively. Most of the security-related systems concentrate on visualizing network
security attacks such as the ones reviewed in this chapter. As the study concentrates on the run-time behaviour of the program, some tools such as the visualizing non-functional requirements [12] are left out.
2.4.1 EVolve
EVolve (not to be confused with the EVOLVE project in which this thesis was
written) is a software visualization framework that is designed to be both open
and extensible. It was originally developed to visualize the run-time behaviour
of Java programs to help develop compiler optimizations. New data sources or
visualization techniques can easily be integrated into it as all the interfaces are
clearly defined via the Java Application programming interfaces (APIs), and the
framework is also publicly available. It can be used both as a standalone tool
using predefined data sources and visualizations and as a toolkit for developing
new visualizations. [42]
The EVolve platform consists of three components: data source, visualization
library and fixed core. The core takes care of communication and is static, while
the data source and the visualization library can be modified to fit the user requirements. The data in the example are collected offline. Extensibility is guaranteed with an abstract, internal representation of the source data. Data elements
are divided into entities and events. Elements consist of an entity reference and a
value, which also has properties such as amount and time. Custom properties can
also be defined to support new visualizations. Different visualizations are able to
display data from a variety of data sources as they provide an abstract presentation of their visualization capabilities. The core makes sure that only data elements with appropriate properties are sent to the visualization. [42]
The framework provides eight predefined visualizations that use either a tabular format to present data or x- and y-axes which show, for example, events as
they occur in time. The user interface supports sorting, zooming, mouse-overs
and selections to amplify the ability to interpret and draw conclusions. The user
can also compare the data by viewing different visualizations at the same time or
using colouring to track some data element.
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Figure 3 [42] shows method invocations in two views. The left-hand picture
shows the predictability of events and the right-hand picture shows the correlation between the invocation location and the invoked methods. [42]

Figure 3. Method invocation views in EVolve.

2.4.2 Toolkit: prefuse
Prefuse [43] is a toolkit for interactive information visualization. It combines
visualization building blocks such as node-link diagrams, containment diagrams
and visualizations of unstructured (edge-free) data such as scatter plots and timelines. Some sample visualizations from the toolkit are shown in Figure 4 [43].
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Figure 4. Sample prefuse applications.

The prefuse toolkit follows the model-view-controller design pattern. This toolkit is designed to incorporate as much as possible of the existing visualization
techniques to provide a comprehensive visualization system for users. Although
it does have many usable visualization techniques, it is not a ready visualization
tool, but rather a toolkit for the developer to use to create visualizations intended
for data visualization. [43]
2.4.3 Streamsight
Streamsight is a visualization tool for large-scale streaming applications [44]. It
is developed for visualizing and debugging stream processing systems composed
of operators interconnected by streams. Streamsight is implemented as an
Eclipse plug-in and is composed of three main subsystems: a communication
component, data model managers and the visualization component. It was designed to use visualization techniques that support the dynamic and adaptive
nature of streaming applications.
Streamsight supports monitoring, understanding and debugging for large-scale
streaming applications. Monitored information includes performance informa-
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tion such as the number of packets received or Central Processing Unit (CPU)
utilization. The tool can visualize the information both in real time and from
saved snapshots of earlier visualizations. [44]
Figure 5 [44] shows part of the Streamsight basic view, a graph showing connections between processing elements and details of one individual processing
element in a tooltip. Nodes in the graph are coloured according to different criteria, for instance, the run-time state or performance counter chosen by the user.
Many interaction techniques are incorporated into Streamsight. The user can, for
example, zoom and pan complex topologies, view tooltips of nodes by moving
the mouse cursor over them or highlight the upstream or downstream path of an
element. The user can also view the graph from different perspectives, for example, from a software or hardware perspective. The software perspective divides the system according to jobs and applications. The hardware perspective,
however, divides the system into applications running on specific hosts, and
from a large-scale point of view the hosts can be further divided into clusters of
computational hosts. [44]

Figure 5. Part of the Streamsight view.
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Streamsight supports both monitoring and visualization of the information and
incorporates many visualization techniques that are helpful for interactive visualization (explained in Section 2.3). These interaction techniques include, for
example, overview, filter, zoom and tooltips.
2.4.4 PortVis
PortVis [45] is a security visualization tool that can be used to visualize securityrelated network data, especially very coarsely detailed data about ports. The
main aim of PortVis is to enable the analysis of large-scale and small-scale security events occurring in the network. PortVis uses very high-level data and is a
very high-level tool. It can uncover high-level security events and count the activities but not show the activities themselves.
Figure 6 presents the PortVis application showing all the different visualization tools simultaneously. The different visualization tools (views) shown in
Figure 6 are explained below. [45]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Timeline of the visualization
Main (hour) visualization, including a magnification circle
View of the magnification circle showing ports
Activity view of the selected port
Appearance control of the main and port displays
Options panel, e.g., selection of the data source to display.

PortVis aids the user by showing multiple different views of the data so that it is
easy to correlate the data. It is useful for high-level analysis and for detecting
patterns occurring on certain ports, but it does not provide detailed information
about the security events.
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Figure 6. PortVis application showing multiple views.

2.4.5 SnortView
SnortView [46] uses Network-based Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) logs to
present security alert information. It helps the system administrator to filter out
false detections, i.e., situations in which NIDS give an alert that is either false
positive or false negative. False positive regards normal traffic as an attack,
while false negative does not give an alert for a real attack. SnortView uses visualization to effectively recognize the false positives in the logs instead of using
traditional approaches that, for instance, customize the signature database used
in the alert detection and thus not eliminating possible false negative alerts. [46]
Figure 7 shows the main frames of SnortView: the source address frame on
the left, the alert frame in the centre and the source-destination matrix frame on
the right. The source address frame shows the source Internet Protocol addresses
acquired from the NIDS logs. The alert frame shows the time on the horizontal
axis and displays alerts as coloured icons. Icons are coloured with a priority
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from 1 to 3 (red, yellow, blue) and their shapes visualize different kinds of attacks. The source-destination matrix frame shows the source and destination
with red circles. When the user clicks on the circle the communication path between the source and the destination is highlighted with blue lines so that the
user can quickly comprehend the situation. [46]

Figure 7. SnortView frames.

2.4.6 A network security visualisation prototype
Musa and Parish described a network security visualization prototype in [31]
that visualizes the security alerts in three-dimensional displays. The tool also
supports filtering, drill-down and playback of alerts to support the analysis of the
data. A geographical view showing an attack is presented in Figure 8. This tool
supports multiple visualization techniques such as a parallel coordinates plot,
scatter plot, three-dimensional view and timeline animation. It also provides
detailed information about the security alerts, as seen in Figure 8. [31]
The timeline animation of this tool allows the user to replay the attacks with
the exact sequence in which they occurred. The tool also supports real-time
monitoring of alerts. This is done by monitoring security logs and refreshing the
display every second. [31]
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a)
b)
Figure 8. A Network Security Visualisation Prototype showing a) a geographical view of
an attack on a local network and b) security alert details.

2.4.7 NEXThink REFLEX
One commercialized solution of security visualization is REFLEX by NEXThink described in [47]. This system only collects a small set of parameters from
the connections on the network to help the security administrator interpret the
data. It is designed to help the system administrator react to security incidents in
a corporate network quickly enough to prevent major incidents. [47]
Visualization is based on a grouping technique that groups the network items
(i.e., applications, users, ports, hosts) or groups of network items into a tree
structure. Each item has a state attribute indicating whether the item is expanded
or collapsed. When it is collapsed it shows the children of the node as a group
and when it is expanded it shows the children of the node individually. The user
can click on an item to collapse or expand it. The system shows connections
between network items with arcs connecting the nodes, e.g., an application and
the ports it uses. The connections of an application can be highlighted by moving the mouse cursor over the group, thus providing more interaction. Figure 9
presents the grouping view showing grouped network items with parallelcoordinates visualization on the left-hand side. [47]
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Security alarms are handled by showing the application that caused the alarm
and visualizing the network items involved in it and the usual behaviour of the
application such as the ports used (see Figure 9, right-hand picture). [47]
Overall, this security visualization system provides the greatest amount of user
interaction and helps the administrator quickly analyse the status of the system.

Figure 9. REFLEX solution showing a basic view and alarm.

2.4.8 Summary
Of the reviewed tools, Streamsight has many of the preferred qualities with regard to the research problem of this thesis. It combines monitoring and visualization of the needed data and offers many interaction and visualization techniques.
EVolve, however, was designed to be extensible, and new sources of data and
visualization techniques can easily be added.
As stated earlier in this chapter, there are many security visualization systems
but only a few can be utilized directly for the research problem of this thesis.
The reason so many security visualization tools were reviewed was that security
and its variability is visualized in the context of this thesis as the primary noticeable quality in the laboratory smart environment [5]. Some systems included a
real-time visualization option to allow the administrator to analyse the results
more accurately. The usual visualization techniques used for security-related
topics are timelines, scatter plots, parallel coordinates and graphs. Most of the
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systems are based on logs (computer logs or network logs) or on alarms generated by security systems.
Interaction was a major factor in the comparison of the tools because interaction is the base criteria for a good visualization system. Real-time visualization
was also considered, as the purpose of this thesis is to provide a solution that can
be used to visualize the run-time quality of software (providing real-time visualization). The comparison was performed with the information provided in the
papers describing the solutions. The results of the comparison of the visualization systems and tools are stated in Table 2. The columns in Table 2 are explained as follows.








Based on: how or where the data to be visualized can be collected?
Interaction techniques: does the tool incorporate interaction with the
user?
Visualization techniques: list of the visualization techniques used.
Applicability: in what context can the tool be used?
Extensibility: is the tool designed to be extensible, i.e., can the new
visualization techniques or data sources be added easily according to
documents?
Real-time visualization: can the tool visualize the data in real time
when the monitored system is running?

The evaluated visualization systems used various visualization and interaction
techniques to provide the information to the user as cognitively as possible. It is
clear that one visualization technique is not enough to present various types of
data. Visualization systems can be divided in two major categories: toolkits and
task-specific tools. A visualization toolkit can be built from various techniques
to provide as much support as possible to visualize different types of data. Another approach is to provide a task-specific visualization system that incorporates various visualization techniques to provide the best visualization result of
the specified topic such as network security. The only commercial tool in this
review was the NEXThink REFLEX tool for visualizing network security.
Most of the evaluated visualization tools were developed for a specific purpose. Only the prefuse toolkit and EVolve were designed with the option to
visualize abstract information. EVolve supports visualization of somewhat abstract data through a well-defined protocol that is used mainly to make visualizations of the x- and y-axes. The prefuse toolkit provides many visualization tech-
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niques for use by the developer, but does not provide many ready visualization
solutions.
EVolve provides the best support for extensibility. It supports the addition of
new visualizations and data sources with a clear API. The prefuse toolkit provides many visualization techniques that can be reused in the development of a
new visualization tool that incorporates some of the visualization techniques.
The prefuse toolkit uses the reference model design pattern, which employs the
Model-View-Controller (MVC) architectural pattern [48, p. 125]. The reference
model is widely used and advocated in visualization papers and frameworks
[49]. Streamsight is implemented as an Eclipse plug-in and is divided into communication, data model and visualization components. The architecture of
EVolve is also divided into three main components: data source, visualization
library and a core component. This kind of separation of the architecture seems
to support extensibility very well.
Many of the visualization techniques found in the reviewed tools can be employed in the visualization tool for quality attribute variability. Timelines, for
instance, are very useful for providing a means to look at the values of different
qualities at different times. This visualization technique can be combined with
other visualization techniques to provide history functions. Scatter plots, parallel
coordinates and different charts can be used alone to provide information on the
way a certain quality has varied over time. The prefuse toolkit has many visualization techniques that support the principles mentioned in [38] to help visualize
change in time series, for example, animation. Animation techniques help the
user notice changes in different quality attribute values by either changing a
property (e.g. size, shape or colour) or by moving the object along the screen to
a different location or a combination of these. Devices and software must also be
visualized because the purpose is to visualize the quality variability of different
software in different devices. Simple graph visualization can be used to visualize
devices and their software in a smart environment. This allows the user to look
at the quality attributes of a specific device and software as well as viewing, for
instance, the security quality of all the devices or the software on a scatter plot.
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Table 2. Comparison of visualization approaches.
Tool

Based on
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Interaction
techniques
yes

Visualization techniques

Applicability

EVolve

logs or custom
data source

Prefuse
toolkit

bar chart, scatter plot, stack,
tooltip or custom visualization

run-time behaviour of
Java programs

abstract data

yes

Streamsight

real-time

yes

radial layout, hyperbolic tree,
treemap, scatter plot, fisheye
graph, tooltip, and more
timeline, graph and tooltip

PortVis
A Network
Security Visualisation Prototype
SnortView

information
logs

poor
yes

timeline, scatter plot, histogram
timeline, animation, scatter plot,
parallel coordinates and geographical view (3D)

logs

poor

logs

yes

tabular visualization, twodimensional time diagram and
matrix
parallel-coordinates, graphs and
tooltips

NEXThink
REFLEX
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Extensibility
yes

Real-time
visualization
no

abstract

yes

no

streaming applications
network security
network security

no

yes

no
no

no
yes
(1 second
refresh time)

network security

no

network security

no

poor
(2 minutes
refresh time)
yes
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3. Interactive Quality Visualization tool
The Interactive Quality Visualization (IQVis) tool is designed to visualize the
variability of software quality attributes at run-time. The development of the tool
starts by specifying the software requirements for the task. This chapter covers
the functional and non-functional requirements specification and architecture
design for the tool. This chapter first gives an overview of the visualization
process and then defines the requirements of the IQVis tool. Finally, it depicts
the architecture of the whole system and its components at the end of this chapter with a section describing sample visual mappings for quality attribute variability.

3.1 Overview
As stated in Chapter 2, one visualization technique is not enough to visualize
different topics. This is also the situation in the case of visualizing quality attribute variability. Different visualization techniques are used to illustrate different
aspects of the data. In order to visualize execution qualities such as security and
performance, suitable metrics need to be defined that output a single numeric
value of the quality so that it can be visualized. The development of suitable
metrics for quality variability monitoring is outside the scope of this thesis. The
monitoring of qualities is environment specific, and different monitoring solutions can be used in different environments. Extensibility of the tool is therefore
highly preferable so that it can be reused in different contexts. This thesis does
not cover the actual design of the monitoring system on the environment side,
but the design of the monitor component is considered for extensibility.
Figure 10 presents an overview of the visualization process with the IQVis
tool (delimited with a dashed line rectangle) in some environment. The process
starts with monitoring and transmission of the data to be visualized to the IQVis
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tool. The visualization process is then conducted. After the Visual Mapping, the
visual presentation of the data is shown to the user with the help of some visualization technique, e.g., a bar chart in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Overview of the visualization process.

The monitoring works as the data source for the IQVis tool. The monitored data
can be provided from trace files (not in real time) or from the monitored environment directly (in real time) at run-time. The IQVis tool does not care whether
the monitored data are provided in real time or not, but the IQVis tool architecture takes into account that the data can be provided incrementally or at once.
The IQVis tool in Figure 10 presents the whole visualization tool. It comprises
the Visualization Monitor (VMonitor), Visualization Platform and Visualization
Views, which will be defined in more detail later in this chapter.
The data source components, monitors, can be built as a client-server pattern
with different components, e.g., one component on the environment side (Environment Monitor, EMonitor) and one component on the visualization side
(Visualization Monitor, VMonitor). By implementing the data source as a clientserver pattern, the EMonitor (on the environment side) can provide the same
data to multiple IQVis tools if necessary. The EMonitor can send the monitored
data to the VMonitor by using some specified protocol and representation, e.g.,
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON, a lightweight data-interchange format) or
eXtensible Mark-up Language (XML). The VMonitor parses the information,
converts it into a form that the IQVis tool understands and updates the model
that holds the internal representation of the data.
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3.1.1 Monitoring process
The VMonitor component is the data source for the visualization and therefore a
vital part of the system. The task of this component is to convert the data from
the environment into an internal representation that the IQVis tool can recognize
and store. Although the main problem is to design and implement the VMonitor
component so that it can communicate with the IQVis tool, the monitoring process on the environment side should also be taken into account. That said, the
process of monitoring information from the target environment is beyond the
scope of this work, but designing and implementing a monitor component
(VMonitor) to validate the visualization part is within the scope of this work.
The monitoring process, for example, can be either distributed or centralized.
In distributed monitoring, every device reports the information to be monitored
directly to the monitoring service, which then relays this information to the visualization tool. In centralized monitoring, individual devices do not necessarily
have to notify the monitored properties; instead, one or more centralized components observe the state of the system or environment from logs or other information. The trade-off between these two choices is clear: a distributed solution
demands more from the individual devices in terms of processing power and
network resources, and the centralized solution may not be as accurate and reliable but does not influence the execution time of the monitored devices.
Monitoring can also be done by combining these two options. Some of the
properties, e.g., critical properties such security, can be monitored directly from
the devices/components and other not so important properties from system logs.
Either way, the implementation decisions made in the monitoring process of the
target environment (EMonitor) do not influence the design of the VMonitor
component on the visualization side because the VMonitor communicates with
the IQVis tool through a predefined interface. The job of the VMonitor component is to receive data from the environment side, convert it into the IQVis tool’s
internal representation and communicate with the IQVis tool.
An example implementation of the monitoring process is defined in [50], in
which a modified OSGi (formerly known as the Open Services Gateway initiative) platform (Oscar, the predecessor of the Apache Felix) is used as the monitoring source for a resource visualization tool of OSGi-based software components. The OSGi platform can technically be seen as a dynamic Java class loader
and a service registry that is globally accessible on a single Java virtual machine.
The monitor agent creates an output file for the visualization tool that consists of
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numerical values representing the behaviour of the OSGi environment and the
monitored applications (OSGi bundles, which are Java archives). [50]
3.1.2 Visualization process
The visualization process explained in Section 2.3.1 includes mapping of the
data into a visual form, selection of the appropriate view to use and interaction
with the user (e.g., view something in more detail or possibly filter the data).
This process decides which part of the data is visualized, how the data are visualized and when the data are visualized. The visualization process has to take
into account whether or not the visualization is in real time because in real time
the visualization changes take place according to the run-time state of the software in the specific environment. The user may wish to stop, i.e., pause the realtime situation and analyse the current situation in more detail. The Visualization
View used must be able to react according to the events coming from the model
when the data changes, e.g., increment the timeline or notify the user so that
he/she knows that new events have occurred.
The mapping of the abstract data into a visual form is an important phase
when considering how well the data are understood by the user. Quality attribute
variability can be visualized, e.g., using a time series. As said in Section 2.3.3,
there are different techniques that help to analyse change in time series, e.g.,
magnitude of change, shape of change, velocity of change and direction of
change [38]. The obvious visualization techniques for visualizing change include
timelines, scatter plots and charts (with the help of animation), which can be
found from a toolkit like prefuse [43]. Other helpful visualization techniques for
quality variability include, for instance, a gauge showing minimum and maximum values and the current value and animation techniques.
As the user may want to use different visualization techniques for different
qualities, the tool should support this by allowing the user to choose the visualization technique used for the data, e.g., by opening another Visualization View.
As a single visualization technique is rarely enough to visualize all data, different visualization techniques can be grouped into Visualization Views that include at least one visualization technique and provide a view for the data. These
Visualization Views are components that the user can choose to use with a specific data source. Multiple views of the same data can be used to analyse the data
from different aspects. The user can view, for example, the performance of software in one view window, security in another window and a combination of
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these in a third window and analyse how changes in both qualities affect each
other.

3.2 Requirements
This section describes the requirements for the IQVis tool. The requirements are
mostly derived from the context of smart environments, e.g., security quality
variability, but they also take into account that the tool could be used in different
environments. Requirements are also taken from the literature study of visualization, for example, from Section 2.3.2, which presents interaction techniques. As
the purpose of this tool is not to visualize large amounts of data but to visualize
changes in quality, scalability is not a serious requirement of the tool. The tool
shall, of course, be able to visualize tens or hundreds of different objects such as
the device, the programs running on the device and the quality variability of
these entities. One of the main requirements for this tool is that it is interactive
so that the user can view the data the way he/she wants and thereby gain a
greater insight into the data and the relationships between different qualities.
The requirements of the IQVis tool are divided into two categories: functional
requirements and quality (non-functional) requirements. Functional requirements
cover mainly the run-time properties of the system and quality (non-functional)
requirements are mainly considered for the ease of future development of the
tool. Table 3 and Table 4 list the main requirements of the tool.
Table 3 lists the functional requirements of the tool in decreasing order, i.e.,
F1 is the most important requirement. The requirements are numbered and the
letter F in front of the number identifies the requirement as a functional requirement. The F1 requirement is the most important requirement because it states
that the tool can be used to visualize the variability of different quality attributes.
This means that despite the tool being used to visualize security variability (F2
requirement) in the context of smart environments in the test case; the tool is
also able to visualize the variability of different qualities.
The usability and extensibility of the visualization tool are considered in the
F3 requirement, which allows the user to select used VMonitor and Visualization View(s). This allows the addition of monitors and views to the tool without
having to rebuild the entire tool.
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Table 3. Functional requirements.
ID

Requirement

Description

F1

Ability to visualize the
variability of different quality attributes

The tool is capable of visualizing the variability of
different quality attributes.

F2

Security variability

The tool can visualize changes in security quality.

F3

Installation of monitor and
view components

The tool allows the user to install VMonitor and
Visualization View components and select the ones
used.

F4

Time slider

The tool must allow the user to browse the data with
a time slider so that quality variability can be seen.

F5

History functions

The tool must be able to save the current situation of
the tool, i.e., the currently used monitor and view
and other settings.

F6

Data storage

The tool must be able to save the data from the
current session with a monitor (data source) so that
the session can be replayed if necessary.

F7

Multiple views

The tool can provide multiple views of the same data
so that the user can view multiple different aspects
of the data at the same time.

F8

Interaction

The tool should be interactive, i.e., it should allow
the user to modify the view of the data, e.g., by
filtering.

F9

Animation

The tool should use animation to notify changes in
the data to amplify cognition.

F10

Ability to handle quality
data over a long monitoring session

The tool should be able to visualize many quality
attributes in real time over a long monitoring session
(performance-wise).

The F4 requirement is also important because time sliders enable the user to
select a point in time or a time range in which to view the data. This allows the
user to look at the quality attribute values from the whole range monitored in
addition to just viewing the latest values. All the values can, of course, be shown
on a timeline, but the view may become confusing with a large amount of values, and this would not comply with the guidelines presented in Section 2.3.2:
“Overview first, zoom and filter, then details on demand” [34].
For the F5 requirement, history functions are provided to help the user. It is
important to be able to save the analysed data so that it can be viewed at later
times, and that is why the F6 requirement is presented. The user can save the
data from the entire session and afterwards view the data again in playback
mode.
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The F7 requirement ensures that the user can use the tool as he/she wants and
view the data from different aspects as needed.
The F8 and F9 requirements (Interaction) and (Animation) are derived from Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 and help the user to analyse the data and amplify cognition.
The F10 requirement is included in the requirements because it is necessary
for the tool to be able to visualize the variability of many software quality attributes in real time and also keep the performance at a satisfactory level in long
visualization sessions. The F10 requirement is not considered to be a strict requirement as this is the first prototype version of the tool.
Table 4. Quality (non-functional) requirements.
ID

Requirement

Description

Q1

Extensibility

The system must be easy to extend with, for example, new visualization techniques (views) or data
sources (monitors) so that the tool can be used in
different environments.

Q2

Interoperability

Monitor and Visualization View components can
exchange data with the core through a well-defined
API/protocol.

Q3

Usability

The tool should be easy to use even without prior
knowledge of the tool.

Table 4 lists the quality (non-functional) requirements of the tool. The requirements are numbered, and the letter Q in front of the number identifies the requirement as a non-functional requirement. Further development of the tool is
considered in the Q1 requirement so that the tool can be used in various environments in the future. The Q2 requirement is introduced so that new monitors
and views can easily be added to the tool. The Q3 requirement is required so that
the tool is easy to use, even without prior experience of the tool. Q3 is added to
the requirements because Section 2.3.3 found that usability is recognized as a
problem of visualization tools.
When comparing the set requirements (functional and quality) with the qualities found in the surveyed visualization tools in Section 2.4, it is clear that no
single tool can fulfil all of these requirements.
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3.3 Architecture
This section describes the architecture of the IQVis tool. A structural view of the
whole system is provided followed by a presentation of the structures of the
major components. Visualization techniques are either designed and implemented or used from the available open source toolkits. The following design of
the IQVis tool supposes that the tool is implemented with an arbitrary objectoriented language.
3.3.1 Structure
The MVC software pattern described in [48] is widely used in interactive software solutions. It divides the application into three components: model, view
and controller. The model contains the platform functionality for change propagation and data actions. The view(s) display(s) information provided by the
model to the user. The controller(s) handle(s) user input. The UI comprises
views and controllers that together can also make changes to the model or request data from it. The basic idea is that the model notifies views when its data
changes and the views update themselves accordingly. The views can also query
the model about its state. The controller receives commands from the user from
the view and defines application behaviour accordingly. [48]
Heer and Agrawala present 12 design patterns that have proven themselves
based on the existing visualization frameworks that have been reviewed [49]. The
Reference Model pattern is widely used in information visualization software, for
example, in the prefuse toolkit presented in Chapter 2. The structural view of the
Reference Model pattern is presented in Figure 11 [49]. The Reference model
pattern provides separation of data models, visual models, views and interactive
controls, and supports extensibility and reusability of the software architecture.
The DataSource component in Figure 11 loads data sets to be visualized from, for
example, a file or database connectivity interface. One or more data sets that can
be registered to visualizations and one abstract data set can be used in multiple
visualizations. Visual attributes such as shape, size and colour are separated from
the abstract data set. A common approach is to create visual items, lightweight
components, which represent interactive visual objects with visual attributes.
Visualization, View and Control in Figure 11 employ the standard MVC pattern and provide controls that can affect any level of the system. The Reference
Model pattern can be thought of as a tiered version of MVC in which the model
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is divided into separate abstractions of the data and visual properties such as
location, size, shape and colour. [49]

Figure 11. The Reference Model pattern.

The architecture structure of the IQVis tool is presented in Figure 12. The IQVis
tool comprises three major components: VMonitor, Visualization Platform and
Visualization View. The data source component is divided into two separate components: EMonitor (Environment Monitor) and VMonitor (Visualization Monitor).
The EMonitor monitors the environment and sends the monitored data to the
VMonitor, which then updates the data to the Visualization Platform. The Visualization Platform takes care of data storage and functionality, and encompasses the
Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern. The monitor component is selected by the
platform at run-time to provide data to the tool and can thereby be replaced by
another monitor component. This is realized by defining a monitor interface in the
IQVis tool. The visualizations part is also separated so that new visualizations can
easily be added to the tool in the form of separated components. This architecture
is designed to meet the requirement Q1 of extensibility described in Table 4.

Figure 12. Conceptual architecture of the visualization system.
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The Visualization Platform is responsible for the construction of the visualization, i.e., data transformations, visual mappings and view transformations explained in Chapter 2. The Visualization Platform model receives the data elements from the VMonitor component and stores the data with timestamp values
so that they can provide history data for the view(s) and not just the latest values.
The visualization tool supports multiple views to be constructed from the same
model. The view(s) can be built from different visualization techniques, e.g.,
timelines, scatter plots or graphs.
The architecture of the IQVis tool follows the Reference Model and MVC patterns in multiple ways. First, the Visualization Platform of the tool follows the
MVC pattern and provides functionality for selecting used monitors and visualizations views, and handles the internal data representation and communications.
The Visualization Platform is different from the Reference Model’s DataSet
because it only supports one DataSet at a time from the VMonitor. Second, the
VMonitor component(s) is/are the data sources and the visualizations views are
the views that are produced from the abstract data. Third, the Visualization
Views are constructed from visualizations, different visualization techniques,
which refer to visual items. These separations allow the tool to be extended easily.
Figure 13 presents the architecture of the IQVis tool in a component diagram.
The Visualization Platform comprises Model and ControlView components. The
ControlView component is a hybrid version of the Controller and the View of
the MVC pattern, and the Model component is named as the MVC pattern assumes. The Controller and the View of the MVC pattern are combined into a
single ControlView component graphical user interface (GUI) component because it is only used to select the used monitor and Visualization View components and possibly save the data from the model.
The Visualization Platform makes up the DataSet and part of the Control of
the Reference Model pattern. The Visualization Platform uses a configuration
file that lists the available monitor and Visualization View components. The
Visualization Platform therefore handles mainly configuration, data representation and storage. The Visualization View(s) make(s) up the real visualizations by
itself/themselves or by using some visualization component (Vis in Figure 13) or
open source visualization technique.
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VisualizationView

1

0..*

Vis

controls
queries model

IVisualizationView
controls VisualizationView

Visualization Platform
IModel
updates model

controls VMonitor

VMonitor
IMonitor

Figure 13. Architecture of the IQVis tool.

The Visualization View in Figure 13 corresponds to the view component of the
Reference Model pattern. The VMonitor in the Figure 13 component corresponds to the DataSource component of the Reference Model pattern and provides the data to the Visualization Platform through the IModel interface. The
Visualization View and VMonitor components can both be installed at run-time.
Essentially, the VMonitor modifies the model directly and the Visualization
View(s) update(s) itself/themselves accordingly by querying the model directly
instead of communicating through the controller as in the MVC pattern.
Multiple IQVis applications can be opened from the same monitoring component, if the data source (VMonitor and EMonitor) is split into a client-server
implementation. Multiple EMonitors can be used on the environment side and
then either use different instances of the IQVis tool or a combine the information
in the VMonitor component. The Visualization View(s) can be constructed separately from each of the monitored quality attributes, or all the quality attributes
can be shown in a single Visualization View.
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The VMonitor, model and Visualization View all provide interfaces so that
the communication between these components can be assured. This makes it
possible to change the VMonitor and Visualization View components without
having to rebuild the entire software. The VMonitor and Visualization View
components can be compiled on their own when the required interfaces are
available. These interfaces are described when the different parts of the IQVis
tool are discussed in more detail in the following section.
3.3.2 Visualization Platform
The Visualization Platform consists of two major components: Model and ControlView. Together, these components make up the core functionality of the IQVis
tool. These functionalities include saving the current state of the platform and saving the monitored data up to a given moment so that it can be used at a later time.
The Visualization Platform is designed to meet the quality requirements (Table 4)
Q1 extensibility and Q2 interoperability, and it therefore defines an interface for the
use of its functionalities. The Visualization Platform is also designed to meet functional requirements F3, F5, F6, F7 and F10 described in Table 3.
The model is used by the VMonitor and Visualization View components. The
Visualization Platform allows the user to choose a VMonitor to be used as the data
source. The user can change the current VMonitor component, causing the model
to be cleared for the new monitored data. The Visualization Platform supports
only one monitor component at a time because it saves all the monitored data and
it could therefore slow down significantly if several environments were visualized
at the same time. This is considered because of the F10 requirement. If the user
wishes to analyse/monitor another environment, he/she can always open another
instance of the IQVis tool. The following describes the different functionalities
provided by the Visualization Platform and its interfaces.
Data representation of the model
The data representation model of the Visualization Platform’s model follows a
graph-type representation in its naming convention. This data representation
model was chosen because it can provide a very good representation of the different entities found in environments where this tool can be used, e.g., devices,
software and their relationships. A similar approach was used in NEXThink
REFLEX, as described in Section 2.4.7.
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The model separates three different types of entities: nodes, edges and attributes. This data representation model partly follows the Relational Graph and the
Proxy Tuple patterns presented by Heer and Agrawala in [49]. The data representation model uses the basic form of the Relational Graph by providing different
tables for different entity types and data access that is similar to the Proxy Tuple.
Nodes represent all the entities found in the environment, e.g., devices, sensors, smart agents, software and so on. Nodes have some required properties that
the platform and predefined visualizations use and, in addition, they can also
have customizable properties. Nodes are used for visualizing the different devices or software being monitored in the environment so that the user can, for
example, select a device that he/she wants to look at in more detail and analyse
its quality variability. Nodes and edges are not required to be able to visualize
quality attributes and their variability, but they help the user obtain an overview
of the environment and the software currently being monitored. The pre-built
properties of nodes are:





id: a unique identifier for the object
label: a text used to represent this object
time: the time this object was modified
type: type identifying this object, e.g., device, software.

Edges represent the connections and dependencies of nodes. Edges can be used,
for example, to describe that some software runs on a certain device or that a device is connected to some smart environment. Edges can also be used to describe
the metadata of the connection, e.g., a device connection to a smart environment is
via the Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) and some arbitrary encryption is used. Edges have the following pre-built properties:







id: a unique identifier for the edge
label: a text used to represent this edge
time: the time this object was modified
source: the source object id for this edge
target: the target object id for this edge
directed: Boolean, whether or not this edge is directed, i.e., the connection between nodes.

Attributes are the most important entities because they describe the different
quality attributes of software. Any entity can have attributes, but attributes do
not require the existence of nodes and edges. Attributes are defined to be attrib-
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utes of a certain id that maps to the id values of nodes and edges. The attributes
can be used without nodes or edges. Attributes also have some pre-built properties that must be defined as follows:






id: a unique id that may map to a node or edge id, i.e., a foreign key to a
node or edge id
type: describes to which quality attribute this attribute corresponds, e.g.,
security or performance. The platform recognizes quality attributes, but
this property may also be used to support possible use cases other than
quality attributes in the future.
time: the time this attribute was modified
value: the value of this attribute.

Attributes are separated from the actual nodes and edges because attributes are
more likely to change over time. A separation between these three entities is
therefore necessary so that the model can store all the changes in these entities
without having to duplicate all the entities that do not change frequently. This
separation is made because of the F10 functional requirement (Table 3). When
there are fewer objects in memory, the system will respond faster to data queries.
Updating the model
After the selected VMonitor component has been loaded successfully onto the
platform, it is started and the VMonitor component starts to update the model
using the changeNode, changeEdge and changeAttribute methods described in
the IModel interface (Table 5). These three methods take entity types defined
earlier (nodes, edges and attributes) and properties as a parameter. The parameter is supposed to be an object that has the required properties. The model is
designed to support timeline features, so it saves all the changes made to the
model. The model uses a predefined period of time to determine whether or not
the change in the model is a new event. This period of time could be set to, for
example, 1000 milliseconds depending on the accuracy requirements. The duration determines how accurately the user can view the changes in the entities and
affects the memory requirements of the tool. This is because the model saves all
the events identified as new events into the memory, and every new event therefore reserves more memory.
The entities are expected to have a time value of when they were monitored in
the environment. This value may not be available at all times, however, so the
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VMonitor component adds a time value to the data regardless of the given time
value so that the data will not violate the Visualization Platform data format.
Only one timestamp should be used, however, either the one from the EMonitor
or the one from VMonitor, so that the events can be correctly compared and
placed in the timeline of events. The VMonitor component changes the given
time value, e.g., date value, into the internal representation, which is a number
representing milliseconds between midnight on January 1, 1970, universal time,
and the time specified in the time value. This representation is also known as
UNIX time. UNIX time is chosen over a textual representation of time and date
so that the model can make a direct comparison of the numerical time values.
The UNIX time is changed into a textual representation in the visualization
component. If the EMonitor adds a time value to the monitored entity, it must
also use the aforementioned format of time so that the model can compare the
time values correctly.
Querying the model
The Visualization View components and the Visualization Platform can make
queries to the model to request data from it. The query methods are simple
methods that can be used to obtain entities according to different limits. A more
advanced querying language was not included because it was not seen as a necessity and the methods defined are adequate for the needs of this tool.
The model uses the following reasoning when entities are queried with a time
value or time range: if there is no occurrence of the entity at the given time(s),
the model takes the last occurrence of the queried entity and returns it as the
latest one. This is because the model only updates an entity when the time difference between changes is bigger than defined, as explained earlier. This time
limit can be set or checked with the setTimePeriod and getTimePeriod methods.
The model data can be saved and loaded at any time. The model provides a
getJSON method for returning a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) encoded
String of the model data that can be saved into a file. The model data can be set
by using the setJSON method, which loads a previously saved JSON String of
model data. When the setJSON method is used, the model sends an event that
the model has been loaded. The getHistory method provides the events that have
occurred in an array that can be used to show events in the order in which they
occurred.
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When querying the model with a time parameter, it is important to remember to
use the time value relative to the time values inserted into the model, i.e., relative
to the time received from the monitored environment. It cannot be assumed, for
example, that a call requesting entities with the current timestamp from the device
on which the IQVis tool is used will return the latest entities in the monitored environment. Although this is taken into account when designing the current components that use these querying methods (and by wildcards), this has to be considered when new components are designed and implemented in the future.
The getOccurrences method (Table 5) returns all the timestamps related to
changes in nodes, edges and attributes to provide easy access to the timestamps
of occurred events. The rest of the query methods involve querying the types of
objects explained earlier. An empty string equals a wildcard in the id and time
parameters, i.e., an empty string substitutes any possible value. The type parameter cannot contain wildcards because this would make the returned object
more complex to handle, and the user now knows the kind of entity he/she will
receive.
The methods for querying a single entity type can contain the following parameters: a type parameter “node”, “edge” or “attribute”, an id of the entity and
one or two time values. The time value is represented as a number, so that the
model can quickly compare different times values and fetch the queried entity
from the data repository. The methods of querying a single entity type are:
getEntityAtTime and getEntityBetweenTimes. The getEntityAtTime method
simply returns the newest entity at a given time. The getEntityBetweenTimes
method returns all the entities, which have timestamps between the times given
in the parameters, in an array.
The methods for querying attributes are: getAttributeAtTime and getAttributeBetweenTimes. These methods are helper methods for querying attributes of
a specific entity. Attributes can of course be queried with the methods for querying a single entity, but it is necessary to know the id of the specific attribute for
these methods. The methods for querying attributes are needed because attributes are stored so that the attribute id maps to the node or edge id, and one attribute id can contain multiple attributes of different types. These two methods
return an entity’s attribute of a given type, e.g., a security quality of a device.
Table 5 summarises the interface IModel by presenting the name, input and output values, and descriptions of all the methods of the model explained earlier.
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Table 5. IModel interface description.

Name

Input

Output

Description

clear

-

-

Clears the model so that it can be
used with another monitor component.

setTimePeriod

Number value

-

Sets the period of time for an event
to be considered a new event.

getTimePeriod

-

Number

Returns the current period of time
for an event to be considered a
new event.

getJSON

-

String

Saves the current data in the
model into the JSON format String.

setJSON

String data

-

Sets the model data from the given
JSON String.

getHistory

-

Array

Returns the history of events
dispatched. Used to provide the
order of occurred events.

getOccurrences

-

Object

Returns the timestamps of nodes,
edges and attributes in an object.

changeNode

Object

-

Changes the given node to the
model with the given timestamp.

changeEdge

Object

-

Changes the given edge to the
model with the given timestamp.

changeAttribute

Object

-

Changes the given attribute to the
model with the given timestamp.

getEntityAtTime

String type,
String id,
Number time

Object

Returns the entity type requested
with a given id at a given time.

getEntityBetweenTimes

String type,
String id,
Number time1, 2

Object

Returns the requested type of
entity with a given id at a given
time range.

getAttributeAtTime

String id,
String type,
Number time

Object

Returns attributes of a given type
and id (an id maps to a node or
edge id) at a given time.

getAttributeBetweenTimes

String id, String
type,
Number time1,
Number time2

Object

Returns attributes of a given type
and id (an id maps to a node or
edge id) in a given time range.
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3.3.3 VMonitor
The VMonitor component is the data source for the IQVis tool. VMonitor components can be loaded at run-time and activated by the user. Only one VMonitor
component can be activated at a time because of the aforementioned performance issues. The VMonitor components can communicate with the Visualization
Platform and the model through the IModel interface. The VMonitor components are also designed to meet the F3 requirement (Table 5). The VMonitor
components are listed in the configuration file and can be installed on the platform. The VMonitor component uses the setTimePeriod method defined by the
model to set the monitoring accuracy for the specific environment.
After the VMonitor component has been loaded successfully, the Visualization Platform calls the start method with a model component that implements the
IModel interface (Table 6) as a parameter. After this, the monitor starts to update
the entities to the model. The VMonitor must use at least the required properties
of the model’s data representation. The VMonitor component can be stopped
with the stop method, which stops the monitor from sending updates to the entities. The monitor component must also support showing and hiding of its configuration GUI by calling the showConfiguration or hideConfiguration method.
The configuration GUI of the monitor component is not predefined, but it can
show properties such as update frequency, status of the monitor’s (VMonitor)
connection to the environment (EMonitor), etc. Table 6 summarises the required
IMonitor interface.
Table 6. IMonitor interface description.
Name

Input

Output

Description

start

IModel

-

stop

-

-

showConfiguration

-

-

hideConfiguration

-

-

Starts the monitor component. The monitor
then starts to update data to the model by
calling the change methods described in the
IModel interface.
The monitor stops updating the model. This
is usually called when the monitor is
changed. After that the monitor is deleted.
Shows a GUI for configuring the monitor. The
user can, for example, configure where the
server-side of the monitor is located.
Hides the configuration GUI for this monitor.
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Figure 14 presents a class diagram for a sample monitor component designed for
the context of a Smart Space [5]. The monitor comprises two separate components, one of which is located in the Smart Space and the other on the visualization side. The visualization side monitor implements the IMonitor interface and
communicates with the Visualization Platform. It receives monitoring data in
JSON format via a socket connection from the EMonitor component from the
environment side (smart environment) and parses the data into the data representation described earlier in the Visualization Platform description in Section 3.3.2.

Figure 14. Class diagram of the VisMonitor component.

3.3.4 Visualization View
The Visualization View component takes care of the visualization itself, i.e.,
mapping the data into a visual form. The Visualization View component obtains
data from the model and constructs the visualization from it. The Visualization
View can use many visualization techniques to realize the visualization by using
various visualization components. These visualization components are basically
the different visualization techniques described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. These
visualization components can be implemented from available open source visu-
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alization toolkits, e.g., prefuse [43], or designed and implemented for a special
purpose. The Visualization View component is designed to meet functional requirements F1, F2, F3, F8 and F9 described in Table 3.
The Visualization View component decides how different entities, quality attributes and their variability are visualized. Different views can be used for different purposes and contexts. The view should also provide interactivity with the
user by allowing him/her to explore the visualization, look at finer-grained details on demand and provide overall support to the principles presented in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.
In order to be able to create and add these Visualization Views easily to the
platform in the future, an interface is required. The interface provides functionality to add the same kinds of entities as defined earlier in the model description.
The Visualization View interface also provides methods for analysing the data at
different points in time by using the showValuesAtTime and showValuesBetweenTimes methods. Table 7 summarises the specification IVisualizationView.
Table 7. IVisualizationView interface description.
Name

Input

Output

Description

start

IModel

-

Starts the Visualization View component.
The view asks the model for the latest values
and starts listening for change events.

stop

-

-

The Visualization View stops listening for
change events from the model.

modelLoaded

Event

-

The Visualization View is informed that the
model has been loaded. The view updates
the latest data from the model.

modelCleared

Event

-

The model instructs the view that it has been
cleared, e.g., a new monitor has been activated. The view clears itself.

nodeChanged

Event

-

The view is informed of a change in a node
element; the Event contains the changed
node.

edgeChanged

Event

-

The view is informed of a change to the edge
element; the Event contains the changed edge.

attributeChanged

Event

-

The view is informed of a change to the
attribute element; the Event contains the
changed attribute.

showValuesAtTime

Number time

-

Instructs the view to show data at a given
time. The view obtains the values from the
model.

showValuesBetweenTimes

Number time1, 2

-

Instructs the view to show data between two
given times. The view obtains the values
from the model.
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Figure 15 presents a description of the Visualization View. Although this view is
designed to fulfil the requirements defined earlier and is supposed to visualize
Smart Space qualities, it should also be applicable to other environments. The
only question is whether the design of the Visualization View fulfils the requirements of other contexts, e.g., how the mapping of quality attribute data into
a visual form is realized. In another context, another visualization technique
might be preferable to the ones used in this context. The implementation and
actual visualization techniques used will be discussed in more detail in the implementation chapter.

Figure 15. Simplified class diagram of the SmartSpaceView component.

3.3.5 ActionScheduler
As views update themselves when the model sends events, the view components
require a scheduler to manage the data changes in the view accordingly. The
ActionScheduler is necessary so that the changes to the data can be shown in the
right order, and possibly in a sequence, rather than showing all the changes at
once. Many quality attributes may change in a period of one second and the user
may not notice the change if these changes are shown all at once. The design of
the ActionScheduler can follow the mediator design pattern, i.e., it partially handles the communication between the model and the Visualization Views’ components.
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The Visualization Views attach the change events from the model to the ActionScheduler’s handle method (Table 8), which determines the kind of change
that has occurred from the type of event. The ActionScheduler then schedules the
change and calls the appropriate method in the Visualization View when the view
has finished animating possible earlier changes. The ActionScheduler receives
notification when the view’s last animation has stopped. If there are no commands
in the queue when the model sends a change event, the ActionScheduler immediately calls an appropriate method in the view. The paused method defines whether
or not the ActionScheduler mediates messages. When it is set to paused, it just
stores the values into the history array. When the ActionScheduler is unpaused, it
continues to mediate events from the point in time when it was paused.
The ActionScheduler also makes it possible to replay the events from a previous monitoring session or a point in time in the current monitoring session, in
the same order as they occurred. The setHistory method (Table 8) is used to set
the history of events and corresponds to the getHistory method of the model
defined in Table 5. The ActionScheduler keeps a history of the events the model
sends so it can provide them from a point in time if needed. Table 8 summarises
the required interface for the IActionScheduler.
Table 8. IVisualizationView interface description.
Name

Input

Output

Description

ActionScheduler

IVisualizationView

-

handler

Event

-

endScheduler

Event

-

paused

Boolean

Boolean

setTimeRange

Number fromTime

-

setHistory

Array

-

Constructor. Takes a view as a
parameter.
This method receives notification of
the change events from the model.
This method is called when the view
has finished animating a change.
This method pauses or unpauses
the ActionScheduler from sending
events.
Sets the last occurred event to the
given time parameter. When the
ActionScheduler is unpaused, it
continues from this point in time. It
uses the history array set in the
setHistory method.
This method sets the history of
events that have occurred. It is used
when the previous monitoring session is used as a source to provide a
history of events.
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3.4 Visual mapping
This section discusses how quality variability can be shown in visualizations in a
way that helps the user to see the patterns and relationships between different
qualities. Visual mapping is the most important face in visualizations because it
determines how different data are represented by visualization techniques. As
said in [28, p. 6], visualizations can amplify cognition by perception, and visual
mapping is responsible for realizing this. Different visualization techniques enable the user to view the data from different perspectives. The visual mapping
partially meets the functional requirements F1 and F2 (Table 3) because these
requirements are met with the help of visualization techniques. Quality requirement Q3 usability (Table 4) must also be considered so that the use of the chosen
visualization techniques is intuitive. Different visualization techniques that are
useful in visualizing quality variability are presented in [52], where the use of
the IQVis tool is discussed.
Different visualization techniques require different types of data to be shown,
for example, a scatter plot (see Figure 4 in Section 2.4.2) requires one or two
numerical values of data to be mapped to both of the axes (x and y), a label for
the items and an optional numerical value representing the size of each item.
When thinking in terms of visualizing variability, the second numerical value
can be replaced with a time value, as time can easily be mapped to a numerical
value. A treemap (see Figure 4 in Section 2.4.2 or [29]), however, requires two
numerical values that map to the size and colour, and a number of textual values
to define the hierarchies of the map. Animation techniques can be used to provide the element of change in visualization techniques that cannot visually represent it so clearly, e.g., a scatter plot.
3.4.1 Graphs
Graphs can visualize relationships between different entities. Graphs are chosen
to visualize the devices and software present in the smart environment. Different
layouts for graphs allow the user to view the topology of the environment at
different levels. Figure 16 presents a graph showing devices and applications
joined in a smart environment.
The graph-type presentation was also used in the visualization tools that were
discussed in Section 2.4, for example, Streamsight [44] used graphs to show
connections between streaming application processing elements, and NEXThink
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REFLEX [47] used a grouping technique to present network items in a tree
structure. A graph can be presented in a tree structure. Graphs can also convey
information about the communication channel in edge types.

Figure 16. Graph representing smart environment devices and their applications.

3.4.2 Treemaps
A treemap is a two-dimensional, space-filling approach for visualizing a tree structure so that certain attributes of a node are mapped to the size and colour of the
nodes visualized as rectangles. Child nodes are visualized as rectangles inside the
parent node so that the whole area of the parent node is used. A treemap can visualize change in various ways. It can change either the size or colours of the items
on the map. The size of an item is the usual way of representing relationships between some values. Colours can also be used to visualize how often the size of the
object changes by, for example, mapping the colour of an entity to red when its
properties change often and to green when its properties change rarely.
Treemaps are used in, for example, GAMMATELLA [53], which represents
different kinds of program-execution data in order to support the analysis of
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program behaviour. GAMMATELLA uses treemaps to present the system level,
the most abstracted level in its visualization. In GAMMATELLA, treemaps keep
the same layout of colours in different nodes so that a possible non-uniform appearance of nodes will not cause confusion to the user. GAMMATELLA uses
hue and brightness components to convey one- or two-dimensional information.
The hue component uses red, yellow and green as the colours for conveying
concepts of danger, caution and safety in the same way as traffic lights do. Different kinds of colour spectra can be used to account for different types of colour
blindness. The brightness component maps the brightness from the min and max
value of the information. The root node of the treemap represents the whole system, and the size of leaf nodes is determined by the number of executable statements in the source file it represents. Figure 17 [53] represents a treemap visualization from GAMMATELLA. [53]
Treemap visualization can be used to visualize all the quality attributes of all
the devices and software in the smart environment, e.g., if the user wishes to see
the current situation in the environment. As seen in Figure 17 [53] different colours and levels of brightness can easily be spotted from treemap visualization.

Figure 17. Treemap visualization from GAMMATELLA.
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3.4.3 Timelines and scatter plots
Timelines are useful for presenting changes in values over some time period
because the user can see the value. Timelines are basically normal line charts in
which the x-axis value can be timestamped to illustrate the change in value over
some time. Figure 18 presents a common line chart from Microsoft Word, showing a line with markers displayed at each data value. As seen in Figure 18, this
kind of visualization enables the user to see how the values have changed over
time and how they may affect each other. If the visualized values differ greatly,
the velocity of change can be distorted, for example, if both values increase by
10 per cent but one is 10 times bigger at the start, the quantitative scale will not
show the correct velocity of change [38]. This problem can be fixed by changing
the quantitative scale into a logarithmic scale in which two data sets that exhibit
the same rate of change will also exhibit the same velocity of change, or slope,
despite the differences in values [38].
Scatter plots are very similar to timelines, except that they do not have lines
connecting the different values. Scatter plots can convey information, e.g., with
size, colour and shape. Although scatter plots can only visualize one point in
time, it is possible to convey change information by animating the values or by
changing the transparency of the values, for example, the older the measurement, the more transparent it becomes.
8
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Figure 18. Line chart.
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3.4.4 Meters
Meters can be used to visualize an individual value, e.g., quality, risk or safety
level. A visualization technique that is probably familiar to many is an analogue
meter resembling an analogue clock or a car dashboard gauge. Another visual
form of meter is a bar meter showing the value with coloured bars. The change
in values, i.e., qualities, can be visualized by moving the pointer to another location on the gauge with animation. This helps the user recognize the changes as
they occur. Meters are specially designed to meet the functional requirement F2,
security variability (Table 3).
Figure 19 shows a conceptual image of a meter gauge on the left-hand side
and a bar meter on the right-hand side. Both meters in Figure 19 illustrate meters
that would be used to visualize a quality that should be below a threshold, visualized with a green line. The colours of the meters can be used to convey information about which values are good (green), which values are not good (red)
and which values are in the middle (yellow). In Figure 19, for example, the
background of the meter and the font on the left-hand side are green because the
value of the meter is below the threshold (green line). The value of the righthand side meter, however, is bigger than the threshold (green line), and the font
is red. This red-yellow-green mapping of colours is probably well known to
most people, from traffic lights, and therefore provides previous experience,
which makes the software intuitive to use. Different kinds of mappings can be
used to account for different types of colour blindness.

Figure 19. Conceptual view of meters.

The drawback of using meters is that they can usually only visualize one quality
at a time. Meters are good for visualizing change in one individual value. They
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can be used to show, for instance, a real-time value of some individual quality in
an overview of a device. Changes can be shown by, for example, animating the
pointer to a new location and changing the colour of the meter. By adding multiple meters (or multiple pointers on one meter), it is possible to visualize multiple
different qualities at the same time. Overall, meters are not as good for analysing
changes over time as timelines because it would be necessary to follow multiple
changing objects on the screen at the same time, which was found to be a weakness in human perception capabilities in Section 2.3.3.
3.4.5 Time slider
Navigation plays a fundamental role in applications that support history actions.
Heer et al. [54] state that undo and redo (or back and forward) are found to be
the most common navigation operations in many applications. Another approach
to navigation is the timeline slider, which Heer et al. compare to a “time travel”
metaphor. Another important aspect of history systems is the ability to search
and filter history by means of metadata such as time, action and bookmarks. [54]
The time slider is specially designed to meet the functional requirement F4, time
slider (Table 3). Timeline slider navigation is the most suitable selection for the
navigation in the IQVis tool history of the monitored qualities because with it the
users can jump to different times or choose time ranges in which to analyse the
quality attributes. In the context of viewing the quality attribute adaptations in the
environment, there is no reason to support, for instance, editable histories as explained in [54], which allow the user to modify past actions. This is because all the
actions that influence visualization come from the monitored environment.
Figure 20 presents a conceptual view of a time slider that shows a selected
time range with arrow pointers and times above them. Another (simpler) version
of this slider would be to just have one arrow and the user select only one point
in time, i.e. vertical lines in Figure 20. It is clear that the time slider should support some sort of selection of the time period shown because as events occur in
the monitored environment the time range grows, for example, if the time slider
in Figure 20 has a fixed width, then the space between different timestamps (the
time between different timestamps is 30 minutes in Figure 20 decreases when
the time range itself grows. As the vertical lines in the time slider move closer
and closer to each other the time slider component can become fuzzy.
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Figure 20. Conceptual view of a time slider.

The fuzziness of the slider can be taken into account by, for example, allowing it
to zoom in and out of selected sections on the time slider. Zooming in and out
enables the user to view smaller or larger periods of time. Figure 21 presents the
zoomed in view of the time slider in in Figure 20.
The time slider in Figure 20 shows a ten-hour time period, and Figure 21
shows a more detailed view of the selected five-hour time period in the Figure
20. The sliders presented in Figure 20 and Figure 21 conform to the requirement
of the F4 time slider (Table 3) with the history functions presented earlier in the
model description. History functions allow querying of data at a certain point in
time or a time range.

Figure 21. Conceptual view of a zoomed in time slider.

Further more, the time slider could also show the changes that have occurred, for
example, in qualities in the timeline itself, so the user can quickly see where the
changes have occurred on the timeline and zoom into that time period. The addition of visual cues into user-interface components has been studied by Willet et
al. [55]. Visual cues help to make timeline control more user friendly and also
help the user to gain an idea of when and how often the changes have occurred.
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4. Implementation and testing
This chapter provides a description of the implemented IQVis tool and a case
study using the tool in a smart environment. The chapter also looks at the testing
of the tool with an implemented VMonitor component to demonstrate, validate
and test the IQVis tool in a smart environment. The aim of the testing process
was to validate that the tool fulfils the requirements set in Section 3.2.

4.1 Implementation environment
IQVis is implemented as an Adobe Flash [56] application written in the Actionscript 3 language. The tool uses the open source Flex Software Development kit
(SDK) [57] and open source visualization toolkit Flare [58], which is based on
its predecessor, prefuse [43]. As open source Flex does not provide Flex builder
as open source, open source FlashDevelop [59] is used as a code editor. In addition, an open source utility library, as3corelib [60], is used for decoding JSON
messages in the VMonitor component.
As we wanted to have a lightweight and modular visualization tool for the
analysis of the run-time behaviour of quality variability, we chose Adobe Flash
[56] as the target programming environment. Other possible environments were
Java, Java Eclipse plug-in, Matlab, etc. Adobe Flash Player is a cross-platform
browser plug-in and the IQVis tool can therefore be used on various platforms
that have Adobe Flash Player. Adobe Flash Player is also a more lightweight
environment compared with, for example, Matlab or Eclipse, which require installation and much more disk space. Flash applications are compiled into the
SWF file format (SWF is not an acronym, although it is associated with Shockwave Flash) [61] and are run on an ActionScript Virtual Machine 2 [62] (AVM)
inside Flash Player.
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4.1.1 Constraints
The following section presents the constraints that come from the chosen implementation environment, Adobe Flash [56]:




Flash player 10 (FP10) is required to save files to the local computer.
The save process can of course be modified so that the monitored information is sent to a remote server, which then saves it to a file.
The AVM in the Flash Player currently does not support multithreaded
applications. This means that we cannot assign different threads for the
components of the IQVis tool, and this will have an effect on the performance.

A workaround to obtain threading support into the IQVis tool would be to separate the VMonitors and Visualization Views into different Flash application files
and play them in separate AVMs (i.e., Flash players). The VMonitor and Visualization View components are actually separate SWF files so they can be installed at run-time. Although this would guarantee different processes for them,
the connection between the components could slow the application down. The
communication could be handled via a socket connection or Flash LocalConnection, which uses shared memory to communicate between different Flash applications. The only downside to the usage of the LocalConnection is that all the
Flash applications would have to be running at the same time, e.g., in a browser
window or different standalone Flash players. This would require the user to
open the different applications manually. [56]
4.1.2 Graphics libraries
Graphics are an essential part of information visualizations. Some of the visualizations used in IQVis are based on the Flare visualization toolkit [58], which
incorporates many common visualization techniques for Flash such as graph
drawing, scatter plots and various animation functionalities. The IQVis tool uses
a subset of these visualizations and animations. The rest of the visualizations are
implemented using the Adobe Flash [56] drawing API.
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4.2 Implemented components
The Visualization Platform defined in Section 3.3.2 is implemented to use only
one VMonitor component at a time, and only one model of the data is therefore
provided at a time. This is done because the chosen implementation environment
(Adobe Flash) does not support multithreaded applications. The model requires a
large amount of memory and performance as it saves all the events that have
occurred and provides functionality for querying and managing the data.
The components that are explained in Section 4.2.2 to Section 4.2.7 follow the
design explained in Section 3.3, so a picture of the architecture has been left out
of this chapter.
4.2.1 Initial version of the tool
The initial version of the IQVis tool was used to visualize the security adaptations in the semantic information interoperability demonstration described in
[63]. The initial version (also implemented by the author) only showed the smart
environment devices and software, the security techniques used and the current
security threat levels of specific software. Screenshots of the initial IQVis tool
are shown in in Figure 22, which (a) shows the topology view of the smart environment and (b) shows a detailed view of an application and its properties, e.g.,
meters showing the security threat level.
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a) Smart environment devices.

b) Security threat level of a specific entity.
Figure 22. Initial version of the IQVis tool.
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4.2.2 VMonitor
For the second version, the implemented VMonitor sets the model’s duration
parameter to 10 milliseconds, i.e., the model should only store events to a certain
element that has a period of at least 10 milliseconds between them.
The EMonitor on the environment side sends JSON messages to the VMonitor,
which converts them to the form explained in Section 3.3.2. Figure 23 shows an
example of the kinds of messages the VMonitor receives from the EMonitor. In
Figure 23, a device called N810 joins the SS and reports that it contains a SampleApplication SSA that comprises three Knowledge Processors (SSA, KPs, explained in more detail in the case study, Section 4.4.1). The aforementioned names
(N810, SampleApplication, KP1, KP2 and KP3) are emphasized to clarify the
format. The implemented VMonitor creates the connections (edges) between the
entities by adding 5 milliseconds to the creation time of the connected entity if the
edges are not explained in the JSON message, as they are not in Figure 23.
#1:{"add": {"text":"Smart Space", "node_id": "SS1", "type": "ss", "time":
"1267775748946"}}
#2:{"add":{"node_id":"N810", "text":"N810","type":"device",
"connectedTo":"SS1", "time":"1267775749446"}}
#3:{"add":{"node_id":"SampleApplication", "text":"SampleApplication", "subNodeOf":"N810","type":"ssa", "time":"1267775749946"}}
#4:{"add":{"node_id":"KP1","text":"KP1","subNodeOf":"SampleApplication",
"type":"kp", "time":"1267775750446"}}
#5:{"add":{"node_id":"KP2","text":"KP2","subNodeOf":"SampleApplication",
"type":"kp", "time":"1267775750946"}}
#6:{"add":{"node_id":"KP3","text":"KP3","subNodeOf":"SampleApplication",
"type":"kp", "time":"1267775751446"}}
Figure 23. Short example of the JSON format produced by the EMonitor.

Figure 24 presents the way the IQVis tool visualizes the commands shown in
Figure 23. As seen, the IQVis tool shows a central node, Smart Space and the
connected device, N810. The N810 device has the SampleApplication and contains KP1, KP2, and KP3, as seen in the JSON message in Figure 23. In Figure
24, the mouse cursor is over the N810 device and some of the details on it are
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shown in a tooltip. Notice how the UNIX time shown in the tooltip in Figure 24
is the same as the highlighted time for the addition of the N810 in Figure 23.

Figure 24. Visual representation of the JSON message in Figure 23.

4.2.3 Visualization View
Figure 25 presents the actual implementation of the Smart Space View visualizing simulated entities with the graph visualization technique in which two views
are shown with different zoom levels. A Smart Space is visualized on the lefthand side, and connections to the devices (N810, WeatherStation, LinuxLaptop)
are undirected edges, illustrating that it is a two-way connection. The devices
include applications, which may comprise different KPs, e.g., the GardenerApp
has two KPs as shown in Figure 25. The connection between the devices and
their application is always directed from the device to the application and from
the application to the KP. This is because an SSA may be constructed from multiple KPs.
The idea of the Smart Space View is to allow the user to see the topology of
the smart environment that he/she is analysing. If there are security threat levels
monitoring events for the entities shown in the view, a minimized security threat
level meter is visible to the user (e.g., in ‘GardenerApp’ in Figure 25). If the
entity has quality attribute measurements, this is visualized showing a small
diagram in the bottom left corner of the rectangle representing different entities,
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as seen in Figure 25. When the user moves the mouse cursor over the quality
icon, a tooltip is shown.

Visual item for quality properties
Security threat meter
Zoomed out view

Figure 25. Implemented Smart Space view.

This Smart Space View can be used to view the topology of the smart environment and select certain entities from which to analyse quality variability. The
Smart Space view also allows the layout of the graph representing the topology
of the smart environment to be changed. The layout shown in Figure 25 is called
NodeLinkTreeLayout.
The Smart Space View also allows the user to zoom in or out on the graph and
to pan the graph, i.e., move it on the screen. Zooming is done by scrolling the
mouse wheel or pressing the Ctrl key and selecting the background by pressing
the left mouse button and moving the mouse up or down. Panning is done by
pressing the left mouse button and moving the mouse cursor in the preferred
direction.
If an entity has child nodes, these can be expanded or unexpanded to show or
hide more details. The graph visualization technique is implemented using the
Flare visualization toolkit [58]. A custom renderer (a class that draws the entity
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according to its properties) was implemented to visualize the node instances for
different types of entities found in a Smart Space [5].
4.2.4 Meters
Meters were implemented to be able to visualize the variability of one particular
quality attribute. In the context of this thesis, that quality attribute was security.
The implementation was based on the design presented in Section 3.4.4. The
security meter was implemented as both a gauge and a bar meter (currently only
the gauge meter is in use). Figure 26 (a) presents the implemented security meter, which shows that the security threat level is five (5) and is over the threshold
value of three (3). Figure 26 (b) presents a minimized bar-type meter used to
show the security threat level in an overview of all the devices (used in the
Smart Space view that is explained in Section 4.2.3).

a)

b)

Figure 26. Different implementations of meters.

The security meter is used to show visually how the security threat level of the
device changes due to the dynamic behaviour (i.e., changes happening) in a
Smart Space. When the value of the meter changes, the meter pointer or bar is
animated to the new value so that the user can spot the changes more easily.
4.2.5 Time slider
The timeline control was implemented according to the design presented in Section 3.4.5. Figure 27 presents the current time slider of IQVis. The timeline control is used for the Visualization Views (higher level) and the visualization techniques (lower level). Figure 27 shows a selected time range (delimited with two
downwards triangle thumbs) and the currently selected point in time with a cyan
triangle thumb.
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Selected time range

Selected point in time

Zoom buttons

Figure 27. Time slider used to select a point in time.

As this application supports both online and offline visualization of the monitored values, the time slider component has to support both features. There are
two major use cases for the time slider component: 1) when the user wants to see
the current situation in the environment, the main time slider is not used other
than for zooming in and out of the range end, and 2) when the user views the
state of the environment in the past.
As the user views past actions in the environment, he/she is not able to view
the current run-time situation. When the user decides to look at past actions by
moving the thumb backwards on the x-axis or if he/she decides to pause the time
in order to analyse a device in more detail, the time slider component and the
whole view stop updating values. The main time slider component shows the
actions that occur at run-time with visual cues (as described earlier), but otherwise it moves the currently viewed point in time (the selection thumb) backwards in time.
The different action buttons in the pause situation are illustrated in Figure 28.
The user can take three different approaches when returning to the current situation from earlier points in time. First, the user can simply press the “unpause”
button (the second button from the left in Figure 28), which causes all the occurred events in the environment to be played out in sequence until the current
run-time situation is met. Second, the user can press the “jump forward” button
(the first button from the left in Figure 28) to jump to the current situation in the
environment, which causes the Visualization View to load the current values and
show them. Third, the user can drag the selection thumb to the end of the slider
component, which causes all of the occurred events to be updated at once as in
the second approach.
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Figure 28. Time slider in paused mode.

Figure 28 also illustrates how the time slider functions in the paused mode, i.e.,
new events, are shown to the right of the green selection area (delimited by
downward thumbs). This means that the user now views the time range selected
on the green line but that there have been new occurrences in the real-time situation. If the time slider is zoomed in to a certain time range, the new events are
not shown on the actual timeline. Instead, a textual notification is shown under
the zoom in and out buttons in Figure 27 to notify the user.
Figure 29 shows the time slider used to select a range in time. When the user
moves the selection thumbs (downward triangles), he/she is shown a visual
tooltip of the currently selected time range. This tooltip visualizes the duration of
the currently selected time range and where it is compared with the whole time
range and it therefore helps the user to gain an understanding of which section of
the time range he/she is viewing.

Figure 29. Time range selection.

The mode shown in Figure 29 is used for, for example, timeline visualization to
select the range of time that is to be shown in the visualization. This feature is
also shown in the next section, which describes the implemented timeline visualization.
4.2.6 Timeline visualization
The time slider component is used with the timeline visualization component so
that the user can view different sections of the analysed quality. The timeline
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visualization is shown to the user when the user clicks the visual item representing quality properties, which was shown in Figure 25. Figure 30 shows how the
user first limits the range of time that is shown and then zooms in on the timeline
control to view the events in more detail. Notice that the user is shown a green
vertical line (current selection limit in Figure 30) on the timeline visualization
when he/she limits the time range shown in the visualization. The user can select
the time range more quickly when he/she can see the vertical line moving across
the values shown in the timeline visualization. When the user moves the thumb
to a new location and releases the mouse button, the timeline visualization
zooms in to the chosen time range with the help of animation.

Figure 30. Timeline control and timeline visualization.

The timeline visualization also allows the user to select the time range (time
span) he/she wants and to reconstruct all the events that occurred within this
specific range. This enables the user to view how the events that have occurred
have affected other qualities or why they happened. This feature is presented in
Figure 31.
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As the scatter plot visualization technique is basically the same as the timeline
visualization (only missing the edges connecting the entities), a separate image
or explanation of it is not shown.

Figure 31. Timeline control and timeline visualization.

4.2.7 Treemap visualization
The treemap visualization is implemented so that the user can see many quality
attributes and their changes at the same time. The colour of the treemap squares
is mapped to the quality attribute value. The colours go from green to yellow to
red, with green being good and red bad. Figure 32 illustrates a treemap visualization technique in which 29 different quality attributes are visualized in a treemap
(simulated).
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Figure 32. The treemap visualization technique in IQVis.

The idea is for the user to be able to spot quickly the qualities that are currently
good or bad according to predefined limits. In Figure 32, only different quality
attributes are shown in the boxes, but the visualization could be modified in the
future to show the different devices and their combined quality values. This
technique can be used to visualize all the quality attributes in the smart environment to monitor or analyse them all at once.

4.3 Testing
The testing process verifies that the implemented environment conforms to the
defined requirements and contains the required functionality for the tool. The
requirements of the IQVis tool have been defined in Section 3.2, which includes
both functional requirements (Table 3) and quality requirements (Table 4). The
framework for the testing process is constructed from these requirements.
The testing process is divided into three parts: unit testing, component testing
and integration testing. First, the unit testing covers testing of the components’
internal methods. Second, the component testing covers testing of the component as a whole (e.g., Visualization View, which comprises different visualiza-
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tion technique components). Third, the integration testing tests that the components are able to co-operate and exchange information. Testing is performed
with a black-box approach, i.e., observing the results the components returned
when sending series of inputs to the component. Visual components were tested
by sending data to the visualization component and observing whether or not the
produced visualization was correct. AsUnit [64] was used in unit testing to provide a low-level automated testing system for testing the different methods of
the components. AsUnit was chosen because it provides the necessary functionality for testing methods and events in Actionscript. Another unit test tool is the
FlexUnit, but as all of the implementation is done with the Actionscript (Flex
components are also accessed with Actionscript) language, we chose AsUnit.
The first component that was implemented and tested was the Visualization
Platform and the data model, which are responsible for data access and the functionality of the whole IQVis tool. The tests covered all the explained interfaces
in Section 3.3.2, e.g., adding and modifying, querying and deleting data.
The second component that was implemented and tested was the time slider
component explained in Section 3.4.5. The time slider component is a visualization component and was therefore tested by sending data to it and observing the
result of the visualization.
The ActionScheduler, as described in Section 3.3.5, was then implemented
and tested. The Visualization View component for the smart environment was
then implemented and several visualization techniques were added to it from the
Flare [58] visualization toolkit. The visualization techniques added from Flare
[58] included a timeline, scatter plot, treemap and graph visualization techniques, as explained in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.3. Some layout algorithms were
also used and tested for graph visualization.
Before integration testing, a debug VMonitor was created to serve as a data
source for the IQVis tool. The debug VMonitor was implemented as described in
Section 3.3.3, except that no connection was made to the actual environment.
The debug monitor was tested to ensure it sent correct messages to the model, as
described in Section 3.3.2. The debug VMonitor was then used to test the whole
IQVis tool after all the components had been implemented and tested separately.
After finishing the integration tests successfully, an actual VMonitor for the case
study was created based on the working debug VMonitor.
The different tests showed that the implementation of the IQVis tool conformed to all of the requirements set in Section 3.2 as described in the design in
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Section 3.3. The case study in the next section will illustrate how the implementation of the IQVis tool worked in an actual smart environment.

4.4 Case study
This chapter describes the case study in which the IQVis tool was used to visualize quality attributes and their variability in a smart environment. The purpose of
this case study is to validate all the functionalities of the IQVis tool in a real
environment, in addition to the simulation tests performed at the laboratory testing phase.
In this case study we will show the structure of the SS and visualize the quality variability of an application at run-time. We will only use visualization techniques that are appropriate to this case study, as this case study only includes a
few devices and applications.
4.4.1 SOFIA Smart Space
The smart environment used in this case study is called Smart Objects for Intelligent Applications (SOFIA) [65]. The Semantic Information Broker (SIB) is the
main element in SOFIA [65]. Software agents connect to the Smart Space (SS)
through the SIB and request services from it, i.e., the SIB is a physical entity that
makes up one or more SSs. The SOFIA InterOperability Platform (IOP) aims to
make the information “embedded” in the physical world available to smart objects, services and applications in the smart environments [66]. IOP enhanced
with context awareness is presented in [66]. The following describes the most
important definitions of a Sofia Smart Space (SS) [65]:
 The SIB is an information world entity for storing, sharing and governing the information of one Smart Space as the RDF (Resource Description Framework) triples. RDF triplets present the information in subjectpredicate-object expressions.
 A knowledge processor (KP) is an information world entity that processes information and contributes to and/or consumes information content from the SIB according to ontology relevant to its defined functionality. A simple consumer/producer application can be formed from one
KP, but one or more KPs are needed to allow useful sharing of contents.
Information is shared by complying with a defined ontology.
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A Smart Space Application (SSA) is an application that can comprise
different KPs.
The Smart Space Access Protocol (SSAP) is used by KPs when accessing the SIB. The SSAP defines the basic messages for joining,
leaving, inserting, removing, updating, querying and subscribing.

The reason the IQVis tool is validated in SOFIA is that quality variability is
present in the environment. The security features of the KPs are adapted at runtime according to the situation in the smart environment. The IQVis tool will
visualize the structure of the SS by showing the relations between different devices, SSAs and KPs. The actual quality variability takes place in the SSA or the
KPs and is visualized in these entities.
4.4.2 Testing environment
The actual IQVis tool was tested on a Dell Latitude D830 laptop in a web
browser (Flash player installed as a plug-in) and in a standalone debug Flash
Player. The hardware configuration of the smart environment used in the case
study includes a Dell Latitude D830 laptop running an application (legacy
adapter) that provides weather station information from the Willab Weather station [67] to the smart environment and runs the Security Adaptation service
N810 Internet Tablet, which is used to run the gardener’s application. A laptop
and a web camera are used to provide the number of customers currently in the
smart environment, which is used as context information for the security adaptations. A laptop is used to run the SIB that provides the Smart Space which the
aforementioned devices join and communicate with.
4.4.3 Validation scenario overview
To illustrate the IQVis tool in action, it was tested in the context of Smart
Spaces. The testing scenario tests a modified version of the whole scenario explained in [63]. A sample SSA in the validation scenario is a gardener application that runs on a Nokia N810 Internet Tablet.
The mapping of the monitored qualities to the levels used in the IQVis tool is
done so that low values are good and high values are bad. The mapping is done
as explained because, in the case study, the monitored qualities describe the security threat level and the CPU utilization level. In this context, the lower the
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value the better it is. This is because the use of security algorithms requires more
CPU processing power and security adaptations therefore affect the performance
level. The quality variability that takes place in the applications is therefore
visualized by showing the changes in CPU utilization and the security threat
level. When the security quality changes in the gardener’s application, i.e., a
security mechanism is enabled or disabled, the security threat level of that application is monitored.
The following explanations are provided to clarify the validation scenario and
are not included within the scope of this implementation. The SS has a Security
Adaptation service that monitors the status of the SS and the devices currently in
the SS. The Security Adaptation service adapts the security of the KPs, which
have reported a desired security level. An EMonitor component is installed on
the SS and monitors different aspects of the devices and software that join, interact and leave the SS. The EMonitor provides quality attribute information to the
IQVis tool. It provides security risks for different KPs and information on the
dynamics of the SS, i.e., which devices are currently in the SS, which SSAs are
in the devices and which KPs make the SSAs. For the purpose of this case study,
a performance monitor is also used to monitor the used CPU time of a KP. Performance monitoring is used to provide coarse-grained performance quality information to the IQVis tool so that the trade-off between qualities can be made.
The testing of the tool is performed by connecting the VMonitor (called
SSMonitor) into an SS that has no devices joined to it. The validation scenario is
described as follows:
Step1: The IQVis tool is started and the VMonitor component (SSMonitor) is
activated in order to connect to the EMonitor component in the target environment. Next, the SSMonitor starts to update the model. It starts with the
addition of a node representing the monitored Smart Space to the currently
used view.
Step2: The N810 Internet Tablet joins to the SS. The N810 and the corresponding SSAs and KPs are shown in the IQVis tool. One of the KPs in the
gardener’s application (GardenerApp) reports that it requires its security
threat level to remain below a certain limit and reports its performance usage.
A weather station KP also joins the SS and provides weather information.
Step3: More people join the SS and the Security Adaptation KP adapts the
security of the KP in the GardenerApp. The IQVis tool shows the effects of
these adaptations by visualizing the change in the meter showing the security
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risk level and by adding an icon representing the quality attributes of the gardener’s application. These qualities are shown at the bottom of the rectangle
representing the gardener’s application. As people arrive at the SS, the Security Adaptation KP informs the KPs that have set a desired security level that
they have to adapt their behaviour to correspond to a certain security level.
Step4: The gardener leaves the SS and this leave is visualized by removing
the N810 node from the view. The timeline control is tested by selecting a
time before the N810 device leaves to see whether the device is shown correctly.
Step5: Monitoring of the environment stops and the data from this session are
saved with the IQVis tool. After this, another IQVis tool is started and the
saved data are loaded into the IQVis tool and compared with the IQVis tool
that is already open to see whether the visualization is the same.
4.4.4 Smart environment structure
This section covers steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the case study. After the SIB is initialized, the IQVis tool is started and the SSMonitor activated. The IQVis tool
shows the created SS named “smart”. All the devices and software explained in
Section 4.4.2 are started and connected to the SS. Figure 33 shows how the
IQVis tool shows these devices and software after all of them are joined to the
SS. The static figure does not show that the IQVis tool adds the entities with the
help of animation, i.e., first it adds an entity and then it adds the edge that connects the entity to another entity. The mouse cursor is over the timeline in Figure
33 and the timeline details are shown in a tooltip. Figure 33 also visualizes the
security threat level of one of the KPs that forms the GardenerApp by showing
the security threat level meter at the bottom of the rectangle representing the KP
(GHUI Sensor/Actuator KP in Figure 33). An icon is also visible in the KP’s
rectangle indicating that it contains quality attributes.
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Figure 33. Case study smart environment structure.

The N810 device leave is showed correctly and the time slider can be used to go
back to the point in time at which the N810 was in the environment. After the
time slider selection thumb is moved to the point before the removal of the
N810, the IQVis tool loads the situation at that time and the N810 is again visible, as in Figure 33.
4.4.5 Quality attribute analysis
The timeline visualization technique is used to analyse the quality attributes in
this case study. After the devices have joined the SS and the IQVis tool is in the
situation shown in Figure 33, the user clicks on the icon representing the quality
attributes of the GHUI Sensor/Actuator KP. After this, the user is shown a window with a timeline visualization showing all the quality attributes of the application throughout the monitoring time. Figure 34 shows the timeline visualization after the user has chosen the performance from the legend visible on the
right-hand side of the window and used the time slider component to limit the
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range. The time slider component shows the whole time range in which qualities
have been monitored. In Figure 34, the user has pressed the “Show trend line”
button to see the trend of the performance quality.
As shown, the trend of the performance is upwards, i.e., more CPU is utilized
over time. Figure 34 also clearly demonstrates how the monitored values are 0
for some time in the beginning and then jump into the range 1-4. This shows that
the GHUI Sensor/Actuator KP application used the CPU very little at the beginning of the monitoring, but started to use it more after some time. At the end of
the visible time range, the CPU utilization again dropped to 0, which tells that
the security features have been disabled.

Figure 34. Performance values and their trends.

In Figure 35, the user has selected the security quality from the legend on the
right-hand side of the timeline visualization. The time range is the same as in
Figure 34. The trend of the security is downwards, i.e., the security threat level is
decreasing. Figure 35 shows how the security threat level rises to 4 and shortly
afterwards drops to 2. This happens because the Security Adaptation KP tells the
KP in question to activate security features. After a while, the security threat
level drops to the original 1, which shows that the outside security risk has
fallen.
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Figure 35. Security values and their trends.

4.4.6 Quality trade-off analysis
This section covers step 3 of the case study. The trade-off between monitored
performance and security quality values is viewed by selecting both in the timeline visualization. Figure 36 shows the timeline visualization with both performance and security values visible on a larger timeline than shown in Figure 34 and
Figure 35. As shown, the security value drops shortly after the performance
quality rises. This can be explained by the fact that there is a small delay between the change in security measures and the time when the Security Adaptation reports that the security threat level has dropped. The trade-off between
security and performance is quite clear from Figure 36: more performance is
needed to maintain the security threat level below a certain limit. Figure 36
clearly shows that the security threat level has fallen because of the security
adaptation, although the change in the actual security algorithm is not visible.
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Figure 36. Quality trade-off.

4.4.7 Cross-platform testing
This section covers step 5 of the case study. As IQVis is implemented with the
Adobe Flash platform, we wanted to check part of the validation case study with
another platform, namely, the Nokia N810 Internet Tablet and the Nokia N900
mobile device. The N810 has Adobe Flash Player (FP) 9,0,48,0 support, and the
N900 used in our test had FP 9,0,246,0 support. Due to the Flash Player version
we cannot use these devices to save the monitoring data (FP10 supports that),
but we can load some previously monitored data with them.
The use of these mobile devices in this case study poses many difficulties.
First, the hardware capabilities and physical screen size are much smaller: 4.13”
WVGA display on N810 [68] and 3.5” WVGA display on N900 [69], both with
800 x 480 pixel resolution. The physical screen size is a bigger limitation than
the pixel resolution. The physical screen size of these devices makes it harder to
visualize many entities at once. Second, both of the devices have a touch-screen,
and IQVis is not designed for this but can of course be used with it, for example,
the IQVis tool uses many tooltips, which are shown when the mouse cursor is
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over an entity. Fortunately, the N900 browser supports showing of the mouse
cursor and the tooltips are indeed visible in the N900 but not in the N810.
We chose to carry out the last step of the case study, i.e., load the monitored
data and play the monitored events as they occurred. The test includes animating
the devices, SSAs and KPs to the graph in sequence. In order to see the performance differences, we added a simple monitor that records the time it takes to load
the data and convert it into a format the IQVis tool supports. The loaded data is a
JSON formatted version of the data stored in the model. The monitor also records the average frames per second (FPS) displayed in the IQVis tool, i.e., how
many times the screen is updated per second, which has an effect on the usability
of the tool.
To eliminate variance in the tests, we created a simple VMonitor for test purposes. The VMonitor loaded the previously saved test data, initiated the FPS
recorder, set the data in the IQVis tool and started to play it sequentially. The
tests were performed on the Dell Latitude D830 Laptop (Windows XP) with
different standalone Flash Players and on some common web browsers. Next,
the tests were run on both N810 and N900. All of the tests were run with a highquality setting of the Flash Player. Each test was run three times and the average
values were calculated from these runs. The FPS limit for the IQVis tool was set
to 100 FPS, i.e., the application would not update the screen more than 100
times a second, if it was capable. Table 9 presents the results of the performance
comparisons.
Table 9. Performance comparisons.
Device and
FP version
Laptop FP 9,0,246,0
Standalone Player
Laptop FP 10,0,45,2
Standalone Player
Laptop FP 10,0,45,2 in
Opera 10.10
Laptop FP 10,0,45,2 in
Firefox 3.5.8
N900 FP 9,0,246,0
N810 FP 9,0,48,0

Time to load and convert monitored data,
milliseconds
110

Visualize monitored data,
average FPS

136

98,81

125

98,41

94

97,91

3721
9940

22,83
8,10

94

97,27
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As can be seen from the results in Table 9, the laptop tests show that the IQVis
tool runs almost at the set 100 FPS limit. The standalone FP 9 is negligibly
slower than the standalone FP 10 on the laptop. Both of the web browser plug-in
players also almost reach the 100 FPS limit. The loading times are very close to
each other when comparing the laptop results. Due to the 100 FPS limit, the
differences between the Flash Player versions are not very clear in the laptop
tests. The reason different Flash Player versions were included was that the mobile devices only have support for FP9, and we wanted to test whether different
versions have clear performance differences on the laptop.
The N900 takes approximately 30 times longer to load and convert the loaded
data into the format that the IQVis tool supports than the laptop. The N810
Internet Tablet is even slower – it takes on average about 80 times longer than
the laptop. The same trend continues when comparing the FPS of the mobile
devices. The performance of the N810 Internet Tablet is very poor compared
with the N900 and laptop. The N900 has an almost three times larger FPS than
the N810, and the laptop has, on average, a 12 times larger FPS than the N810.
The tests show that the mobile devices are much slower at converting the saved
data into the form that the IQVis tool supports. The user would most probably
want to use the IQVis tool in a mobile device to check the run-time situation in
the environment rather than analyse the previously monitored sessions. The
N900 mobile device does seem to be able to run the current IQVis tool at a satisfactory level and because it also supports tooltips, it could be used to check the
real-time situation of the environment. The physical screen size does lead to a
few difficulties, which could be addressed by adding a new customized Visualization View for the mobile device.
Figure 37 (a) and (b) show how the IQVis tool looks on the N900 mobile device. The IQVis tool is in a situation in which a full performance test has been
run. The structure of the Smart Space is visible on the node graph in Figure 37
(a) and the timeline visualization is opened in Figure 37 (b). As can be seen, the
different entities are quite small but they are still useful, and the quality tradeoff, in particular, can be seen quite clearly on the timeline visualization. The
different entities shown on the node graph can of course be zoomed in for a
more detailed view of the structure.
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a) Structure of the Smart Space.

b) Timeline visualization.
Figure 37. Screenshots from the N900.

In conclusion, the IQVis tool is usable with mobile devices, at least with the
N900. The performance of the N810 Internet Tablet is a little too low to run the
IQVis tool at a satisfactory level. Adobe is planning to release FP 10.1 for mo-
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bile devices, which should boost the performance of Flash applications on mobile devices [70].
4.4.8 Summary of case study results
This section shows which of the requirements set for the IQVis tool are demonstrated using the case study described earlier. Table 10 presents a summary of
the results.
Table 10. Functional requirements and study case steps.
ID

Requirement

Study case step

Result

F1

Ability to visualize the variability of
different quality attributes

3

Fulfilled

F2

Security variability

2, 3

Fulfilled

F3

Installation of monitor and view
components

1, 2

Fulfilled

F4

Time slider

3, 4

Fulfilled

F5

History functions

3, 4

Fulfilled

F6

Data storing

5

Fulfilled

F7

Multiple views

3,5

Fulfilled

F8

Interaction

3

Fulfilled

F9

Animation

2,3

Fulfilled

F10

Ability to handle quality data over a
long monitoring session

5

Fulfilled

The quality requirements, namely Extensibility, Interoperability and Usability
are not included in the comparison presented in Table 10 because they are hard
to measure. The Extensibility and Interoperability requirements are met, however, because we implemented a couple of different VMonitor and Visualization
View components, which were used in the tests and study case. The tests used a
simulation VMonitor and the case study used a VMonitor that received real values from the smart environment. The usability quality requirement is not examined in the case study, but the GUI of the tool is designed for ease of use.
In addition, the IQVis tool was tested in mobile devices, and it worked at a
satisfactory level at least in the high-end mobile devices of today, namely the
Nokia N900 mobile device.
The use of the IQVis tool to visualize the structure and quality properties of
Smart Spaces is also discussed in [71].
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5. Discussion
This chapter discusses the results of this thesis and provides a comparison of the
architecture (presented in Chapter 3) and implementation (presented in Chapter
4) of the IQVis tool compared with other visualization tools reviewed in Chapter
2. The strengths and weaknesses of the implemented IQVis tool are discussed,
and further improvements are suggested according to the discovered weaknesses.

5.1 Implementation of the IQVis tool
While carrying out the related research for the thesis, many useful visualization
techniques and open source toolkits were discovered, e.g., Flare [58] for Flash
and its predecessor, prefuse [43] for Java. Flare was used to provide the essential
visualization techniques for analysing quality variability in addition to the visualization techniques implemented earlier. The implementation of the IQVis tool
complied fully with the design presented in Section 3.3.
The Flare API was good. The toolkit was helpful as the instructions for using
Flare were limited. Flare was mainly designed to be used in a similar way to
ManyEyes [51]. It provided functionality for converting a data set from different
formats (e.g., JSON) into visualizations. Flare provided many easy-to-implement
interaction techniques in the visualizations, for example, by providing functionality for implementing tooltips. The animation functionality provided by the
Flare toolkit was also used a great deal. It was also easy to implement new renderers for the different entities used in the IQVis tool graph, although some
modifications were needed for visibility filtering. This was because the entities
in IQVis graph contain child elements (such as the security threat meter), and the
mouse interaction with these needed to be switched off and on when hiding or
showing the entity in the appropriate layout algorithm of Flare. A disadvantage
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of Flare is that it is not implemented according to the MVC pattern, unlike its
predecessor prefuse [43]. This implementation decision meant that only a single
visualization can be built from a single data set in Flare. The architecture of the
IQVis tool therefore uses multiple Flare visualizations to support the option to
construct multiple visualizations from the same model.
Although Flare [51] provided many useful visualization techniques, the IQVis
tool was designed to work as a visualization tool that could provide visualization
at run-time. The architecture of the IQVis tool provided necessary functionality
for implementing run-time visualizations. For the most part, Flare was easy to
use when adding individual elements into visualizations, but some were harder
to implement than others. The treemap visualization (Section 4.2.7), for example, requires the data to be added in a tree format, e.g., a node can contain multiple child nodes but can only have one parent node. The data model chosen for
the IQVis tool was graph based, and was easy to use in most of the visualizations. The reason the graph-based data model was chosen was that it was found
to be useful and often used in the related research. Only the treemap visualization technique caused minor problems, i.e., the tree had to be formed from the
nodes and edges before the visualization could be built.

5.2 Results
The IQVis tool uses a lot of ready-made visualization from the Flare toolkit,
namely, the scatter plot, timelines, treemaps, graphs, animation and layout algorithms for the graph visualization. The IQVis tool also includes some selfimplemented visualization techniques, e.g., meters and time slider. The meters
and time slider were validated in the case study along with the visualization
techniques from Flare. The time slider component was found to be useful, especially for analysing the monitored values, the relationships between different
values and quality variability.
Most of the visualization techniques that IQVis supports could have been performed with other tools, e.g., Matlab, but IQVis is mainly designed to be used
along with an online monitor, e.g., visualizing the real-time situation. Use of the
other tools to provide visualizations, e.g., the ones found in Section 2.4, would
have required many modifications to them. Different data sets can be visualized
quickly and easily with the help of Internet visualization services such as
ManyEyes [51]. ManyEyes [51], for example, allows many different kinds of
data sets to be used that can be visualized with different visualization techniques.
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When comparing the data source requirements, the IQVis is of course not as
flexible as ManyEyes because ManyEyes allows different kinds of data sets to
be used and IQVis currently only supports the format explained in this thesis.
The IQVis tool is designed to visualize quality variability in smart environments, for example, when comparing it with ManyEyes [51], the IQVis tool is
better suited to the task of visualizing quality variability because it 1) can visualize a run-time situation (as opposed to visualizing logs after run-time) and 2)
store the history of the monitored qualities. These qualities enable the analyst to
analyse the quality variability in more detail with the help of different interactive
visualization techniques. The main aid for analysing the qualities afterwards is
the time slider component, which allows the user to drill down to certain details
in the data. The visualization techniques were chosen according to the properties
that were found to be useful for visualization tools. Interaction was found to be
the most profound property of visualization tools in Section 2.3.2, and this is
understandable because the whole purpose of visualizations is to provide an
insight into the data. The user is also allowed to choose which visualization
technique he/she uses to visualize in different situations. All these choices were
made to enhance the visualization experience provided to the user.
The architecture of the IQVis tool allows the user to change the two main
components of the tool, i.e., the Visualization View and VMonitor. This makes
the tool easier to deploy in a different environment in which the current visualization techniques or monitors are not applicable. New visualization techniques
can also easily be added to the tool due to the architecture. A more advanced
querying language was not included because it was not seen as necessary, and
the methods defined are adequate for the needs of this tool.
The IQVis tool architecture was presented and the concept of using visualization in the context of V&V of dynamic systems was discussed in a paper that
was accepted by the First International Workshop on Validation and Verification
of Dynamic Software Systems (ViDaS’ 10) workshop [52]. A paper was also
submitted to the Semantic Interoperability of Smart Space (SISS) workshop on
the use of IQVis in Smart Spaces [71].
Although the IQVis tool was designed to be used with modern consumer
computers and laptops, it was still usable with mobile devices, as was concluded
in the case study. The use of mobile devices in visualization is discussed in [72].
It is stated that visualizations designed for desktop computers do not scale well
to mobile devices. From the list of limitations stated in [72], the following have
the greatest effect on the use of IQVis in mobile devices: 1) displays are limited
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due to their smaller size and lower resolution, 2) onboard hardware, e.g., CPU,
memory and graphic hardware, is less powerful, 3) input techniques are different, e.g., point-and-tap with stylus, and 4) available tools tend to be limited. All
of these still apply today, but of course the performance of mobile devices has
improved. In addition, the N900 does have an 840 x 480 pixel resolution, which
is enough for the IQVis tool.

5.3 Comparison with existing tools
The purpose of the related research was to find a visualization tool that could
visualize different qualities at run-time. Unfortunately this kind of visualization
tool was not found. It was concluded from the related research chapter that no
visualization tool exists that would comply with all the properties presented in
Table 2. The related research compared the chosen visualization tools according
to different properties, but no tool managed to comply with all of them.
Streamsight [44], explained in Section 2.4.3, used graphs to show the connections between different processing elements in the streaming application. Nodes
were coloured according to different criteria, e.g., a performance counter. The
IQVis tool’s Smart Space view is very similar to that of the Streamsight tool’s
view. When comparing Streamsight and IQVis, Streamsight provides more information on the actual nodes of the graph as it shows different ports and the
user can change the criteria for which the nodes are coloured.
There are many good visualization tools for visualizing program behaviour.
One program behaviour visualization tool is GAMMATELLA [53], which uses
treemaps to visualize program behaviour. The IQVis tool also supports the use
of treemaps, which can be used to visualize simply the values and changes in the
different qualities observed.
Compared with the tools reviewed in Section 2.4, IQVis provides better visualization support for the context of visualizing quality attribute variability. In
Table 2 in Section 2.4.8 (the summary of the reviewed tools), for example,
IQVis would be the most profound tool when compared with the presented columns. These columns were based on interaction techniques, visualization techniques, applicability, extensibility and real-time visualization. The IQVis tool
conforms to all of these properties, as was found in the case study.
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5.4 Future development
The purpose of IQVis was not to provide a large number of visualization techniques like toolkits, e.g., Flare. We chose a few essential visualization techniques that can visualize the quality variability in an appropriate way. Nevertheless, more visualization techniques could be included in the IQVis tool in the
future to allow different kinds of analyses.
The IQVis tool could support saving of monitored data in different forms, e.g.,
the topology of the environment could be saved in a format such as an XMLbased GraphML file format [73] that could be used in other tools as well. By
allowing the user to save the results in different formats, he/she can distribute
the results more easily to other tools.
The treemap visualization presented in Figure 32 (Section 4.2.7) only visualizes different quality attributes in the boxes, but the visualization could be modified to show the different devices and their combined quality attribute values in
the future. In addition, the timeline visualization presented could be extended by
showing the used security features in the background, so that the user could also
see what is causing the changes in quality attributes.
When personal Smart Spaces become more common, people could use IQVis
to view the status of their Smart Space even if they are not at their homes. Suspicious behaviour can be monitored and reported.
The tool could possibly be used in mobile devices, as the case study showed.
The performance of the tool was just barely satisfactory in the N900 mobile
device, however, and performance considerations should be addressed in the
future.
IQVis could easily be modified in a Smart Space configuration tool. With the
help of a configuration tool, users could easily view the properties of the devices
in Smart Spaces, adjust configurations and then see the monitored qualities.
IQVis could visualize more features, e.g., show the connectivity used in the
edges connecting the device to the SS. This would help the user to spot easily
how different devices are connected to the SS. In addition, the dynamic behaviour of the SS could be visualized in another view, i.e., show which security
features are currently activated.
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6. Conclusion
The research problem in this thesis was how software quality variability could
be visualized at run-time to aid the user in analysing the adaptation results. This
problem included many aspects: 1) how to visualize the change in quality attributes so that the user can analyse the variability effectively, 2) which visualization techniques are used to map the quality attribute data into a visual form, and
3) how to make the tool extensible and easily adaptable so that it can be used in
different contexts.
The literature review aimed to describe: 1) what quality variability is in the
context of smart environments, 2) what visualization is, and 3) how it can be
used to tackle the research problem. The search for existing tools focused on the
tools that were used to visualize security, as security was the main quality attribute that was visualized by the IQVis tool. The findings of the related research led
to requirements for the IQVis tool to be developed with the requirements that
came from the smart environment in which it was to be used.
The design of the IQVis tool was presented by creating an architecture that
would comply with the requirements set for the tool. The architecture of the
IQVis tool was designed so that the IQVis tool would be extensible. The design
was decomposed into different components that provided the necessary functionality to conform to the set requirements.
After designing the IQVis tool, the tool was implemented with the help of a
selected implementation environment, Adobe Flash. The tests were carried out
with simulated quality values provided by a simulation data source. The tests
proved that all of the functional requirements set at the design phase were met
with the implemented prototype version. Usability was not tested in the tests or
the case study, but the design of the GUI was carried out with this requirement
in mind.
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In the end, the finished IQVis tool was used in a real smart environment in the
case study. The tool was extended with a VMonitor that received real monitoring
values from the actual smart environment. The case study validated that the implemented IQVis tool actually met the requirements that were set at the design
phase. The analysis of quality variability was carried out with the visualization
techniques that were found to be appropriate at the design phase. The case study
also showed that the IQVis tool can be used in mobile devices, although the
performance tests showed that improvements should be made to increase the
performance. The most important contributions of this work are:




time slider control to allow “timer travel” in the qualities
timeline visualization to allow the analysis of quality attribute values
and their variability
extensible architecture.

To conclude, the main goal of this work was reached. The implemented IQVis
tool was validated in the context of a smart environment. The tool was used to
visualize quality variability and the trade-off between different values at runtime. There are tools for design-time quality variability management, but there is
a need for techniques and tools to analyse variability at run-time. One contribution of these tools is the IQVis tool designed and developed in this thesis. The
IQVis tool helps to verify run-time quality variability.
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Abstract

Smart environments are dynamic in nature, and the software running in these environments requires quality adaptations in order to function efficiently. The result of these adaptations, i.e., quality
variability, must be verified in some way, and visualization can be used to aid this verification process. The research problem in this work was to find suitable visualization techniques to visualize
quality variability and implement a visualization tool that encompasses these techniques and provides an interactive visualization of quality variability for the user.
As a solution to the research problem, this work presents an interactive quality visualization tool.
The requirements specification for the implemented tool was derived from the literature review and
the intended usage context of the tool, i.e., smart environments. The literature review explores a set
of applicable visualization techniques and compares existing visualization tools with regard to the
features required to represent quality variability visually at run-time.
The visualization techniques selected for the tool include interactive timelines, charts and meters
that enable analysis of the quality attributes and their variability in different time ranges or points in
time. Some additional visualization techniques were also included such as treemaps and graphs to
visualize the structure of the smart environment.
The visualization techniques include open source visualization techniques and self-made techniques designed and implemented from the start to cover the specific requirements set for the tool.
The main contribution of this work is the visualization tool that can be used to visualize different
quality attributes and their variability. Moreover, the tool can easily be deployed in different environments due to its architecture and the selected implementation technologies that make the solution extensible and portable.
The implemented visualization tool was evaluated in the context of a smart environment in which
security was adapted at run-time. The case study demonstrated that the implemented tool can be
used in the analysis of the variability of different quality attributes. The trend of a single quality attribute can be studied for different time ranges or points in time according to need. The relationships between different quality attributes can also be studied with the help of appropriate visualization techniques. In addition, the visualization tool was successfully tested on mobile devices.
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Laadun varioituvuuden interaktiivinen visualisointi
ajoaikana
Tiivistelmä

Älykkäät ympäristöt ovat luonteeltaan dynaamisia ja vaativat niissä ajettavilta ohjelmistoilta kykyä
muuntautua vastaamaan ympäristön tilannetta; adaptoitua, jotta ohjelmistot pystyisivät toimimaan
suorituskykyisesti. Laadun variointi eli adaptointi pitää pystyä todentamaan, ja todentamisessa
voidaan käyttää hyväksi visualisointia. Tässä työssä tutkimusongelmana on ollut löytää laadun
varioituvuuden visualisointiin soveltuvat visualisointitekniikat ja toteuttaa visualisointityökalu, joka
toteuttaa nämä visualisointitekniikat ja tarjoaa käyttäjälle vuorovaikutteisen visualisoinnin laadun
varioituvuudesta.
Ratkaisuna tutkimusongelmaan tässä työssä esitellään laadun varioituvuuden interaktiivinen visualisointityökalu. Visualisointityökalun vaatimusmäärittely johdettiin taustatutkimuksesta ja työkalun oletetusta käyttökohteesta, älykkäistä ympäristöistä. Taustatutkimuksessa esitellään soveltuvia
visualisointitekniikoita ja vertaillaan olemassa olevia visualisointityökaluja ottaen huomioon ominaisuudet, jotka tarvitaan laadun varioituvuuden ajoaikaiseen visualisointiin.
Visualisointityökaluun valittuihin visualisointitekniikoihin kuuluvat muun muassa vuorovaikutteiset
viivadiagrammit, kaaviot ja erilaiset mittarit, joiden avulla laatuattribuuttien arvoja ja varioituvuutta
voidaan analysoida eri aikaväleillä. Yleisten visualisointitekniikoiden lisäksi työkaluun sisällytettiin
myös muita soveltuvia visualisointitekniikoita, kuten puukarttoja ja graafeja, joiden avulla älykkään
ympäristön rakennetta visualisoidaan.
Työkalun visualisointitekniikat sisältävät valmiiksi toteutettuja avoimen lähdekoodin visualisointitekniikoita, joiden lisäksi suunniteltiin ja toteutettiin visualisointitekniikoita kattamaan työkalulle asetetut vaatimukset. Työn pääsaavutuksena kehitetään työkalu, jota voidaan käyttää eri laatuattribuuttien ja niiden varioituvuuden visualisoimisessa. Sen lisäksi työkalun arkkitehtuuri ja valitut toteutusteknologiat mahdollistavat työkalun käytön eri ympäristöissä sen laajennettavuusominaisuuden ja
siirrettävyyden ansiosta.
Toteutettu visualisointityökalu testattiin käyttäen kontekstina älykästä ympäristöä ja siinä tapahtuvaa tietoturvan ajoaikaista adaptointia. Malliesimerkki osoitti, että työkalun avulla eri laatuattribuuttien varioituvuutta pystytään tutkimaan usealla tavalla. Yksittäisen laatuattribuutin kehityssuuntaa pystytään arvioimaan määrätyllä ajanjaksolla ja useiden laatuattribuuttien välisiä yhteyksiä pystytään myös tutkimaan usealla eri visualisointitekniikalla. Lisäksi visualisointityökalua testattiin mobiililaitteissa onnistuneesti.
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